Fresh start five years on by McLay, Margaret
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SESSION 1 09.00HRS – 10.30HRS THURSDAY
Room: Carnegie Room Comparative and International Education Collective
USING THE COMPARATIVE IMAGINATION: REFLEXIVE RESEARCH AT HOME AND ABROAD.
Convenor: Booth T, Canterbury Christ Church University College
Presenters: Holliday M, Paliokosta P, Shaheen K, Veck W, Canterbury Christ Church University College.
Room: Lecture Theatre 1 Higher Education Collective
RESHAPING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HIGHER EDUCATION AND THE LABOUR MARKET
Convenor: Moreau MP, IPSE (Institute for Policy Studies in Education) - London Metropolitan University
Presenters: 1) Moreau MP, 2) Leathwood C, 3) Peters H, 4) Coll RK, 5) Zegwaard KE, 6) Dalgety J, 7)
Thomas L, 8) Little B, 9) Lebeau Y, 1, 2) IPSE - London Metropolitan University, 3) Widened
Participation and Lifelong Learning - London Metropolitan University, 4, 5) Cooperative
Education Unit - University of Waikato, 6) IPSE - London Metropolitan University, 7) Institute for
Access Study, Staffordshire University, 8, 9) Centre for Higher Education Research and
Information, The Open University
Discussant: Dalgety J, IPSE (Institute for Policy Studies in Education) - London Metropolitan University
Room: Wardlaw B Room Language and Literacy Collective
LITERACY AND POPULAR CULTURE
Convenor: Robinson M, Newman College
Presenters: 1) Davies J, The University of Sheffield 2) Marsh J, The University of Sheffield 3) Merchant G,
Sheffield Hallam University 3) Millard E, The University of Sheffield 4) Pahl K, The University of
Sheffield
Room: Physics P114 Leading and Managing Schools and Colleges Collective
LEADING AND MANAGING SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES
This collective will take place over Session 1, 2 and 3
Convenor: Busher H, University of Leicester
Presenters: 1) West A, 2) Turner CK, 2) Mitchell S, 3) Smith E, 4) Hammersley-Fletcher L, 5) Kirkham G, 6)
Penny R, 7) Busher H, 8) Crawford MP, 9) Johnson H, 10) Duignan P, 11) Stevenson H, Busher
H  1) London School of Economics, 2) Swansea University, 3) University of Warwick, 4) Stafford
University, 5) Nottingham Trent University, 6) St Mary's University College, 7) University of
Leicester, 8) University of Warwick, 9) Roehampton University of Surrey, 10) Australian Catholic
University, 11) University of Leicester
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SESSION 1 09.00HRS – 10.30HRS THURSDAY
Room: Physics P115 Non-SIG Collective
EVALUATION OF PROJECT 1 OF THE SCOTTISH EXECUTIVE'S ASSESSMENT DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME: SUPPORT FOR PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE IN FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT
This collective will take place over Session 1 and 2
Convenor: Hallam S, Institute of Education, University of London
Presenters: 1) Hallam S., 1) Kirton A,  Stobart G, Robertson P, Peffers J,  2) Hutchinson C, 4) Simpson M,
5) Priestley M, 6) Young M 1) Institute of Education, University of London  2) Scottish Executive,
3) University of Glasgow, 4) University of Edinburgh, 5) University of Stirling, 6) Learning and
Teaching Scotland
Discussant: Condie R, The University of Strathclyde, Glasgow
Room: Cedar Room Non-SIG Collective
EDUCATION POLICY IN THE UK: A SCOTTISH EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
SYMPOSIUM
This collective will take place of Session 1 and 2
Convenor: Menter I, University of Paisley
Presenters: 1) Croxford L, 2) Hodgson A, 3) Howieson C, 4) Raffe D, 5) Savory C,  6) Spours K, 7) Tinklin
T, 8) Ozga J, 9) Rees G, 10) Smith I, 11) Brisard E, 12) Menter I 13) Hutchings M, 14)
Holligan C, 15) Seagraves L, 1) CES, University of Edinburgh  2) University of London Institute
of Education  3) CES, University of Edinburgh  4) CES, University of Edinburgh  5) University of
London Institute of Education  6) University of London Institute of Education  7) CES, University
of Edinburgh  8) CES, University of Edinburgh  9) University of Cardiff  10) University of Paisley
11) University of Paisley  12) University of Paisley  13) London Metropolitan University  14)
University of Paisley  15) University of Paisley
Discussant: Munn P, University of Edinburgh
Room: Bruce Room B Non-SIG Collective
EDUCATIONAL POLITICS AND THE GEOGRAPHICAL IMAGINATION: SPACE, PLACE AND POWER
Convenor: Taylor C, Cardiff University School of Social Sciences
Presenters: 1) Green B, 2) Letts W, 3) Thomson P, 4) McQuade V, 5) Rochford K, 6) Reay D, 7) Taylor C, 8)
Fitz J, 9) Gorard S 1) Charles Sturt University, Australia 2) Charles Sturt University, Australia 3)
The University of Nottingham, 4) Department for Education and Childrens Services South
Australia, 5) Department for Education and Childrens Services South Australia, 6)Kings College
London, 7) Cardiff University School of Social Sciences 8) Cardiff University School of Social
Sciences 9) Cardiff University School of Social Sciences
Discussant: Green B, Charles Sturt University, Australia
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SESSION 1 09.00HRS – 10.30HRS THURSDAY
Room: Physics P113 Non-SIG Collective
NETWORKED LEARNING COMMUNITIES: TRANSFORMING LEARNING THROUGH SELF-DIRECTED
COMMUNITIES OF SCHOOLS
Convenor: Leo EL. National College for School Leadership
Presenters: 1) Leo EL, 2) Jackson D, 3) Temperley J, 4) Anderson M, 5) Macdonald G, 6) Mann J, 7) Dudley
P, 8) Payne G, 9) ,, 1-8)National College for School Leadership 9) DEMOS
Discussant: Stoll L, University of Bath
Room: Lecture Theatre 3 New Technologies in Education Collective
TRANSFORMING THEORY: RESULTS FROM THE INTERACTIVE EDUCATION PROJECT.
This collective will take place over Sessions 1 and 2
Convenor: Sutherland R, University of Bristol
Presenters: 1) John P, 2) Sutherland R, 3) Robertson S, 4) Baggott LaVelle L, 5) Brawn R, 6) McFarlane A,
7) Triggs P, 8) Matthewman S, 9) Shortis T, 10) Taylor A, 11) Godwin S, 12) Todman N, 13)
Tidmarsh C, 14) Gall M, 15) Breeze N, 16) Faux F, 17) Dale R, 18) , University of Bristol
Discussant: Moon R, The Open University
Room: Chemistry C107 Assessment Session
 SCHOOL IN THE NEW EUROPE: THE MALTA VALUE-ADDED STUDY 1) Hutchison D, 2)Mifsud
C, 1) Morrison J, 2) Grech R, 1) NFER, 2) Literacy Unit of the University of Malta
 FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT: A TOOL FOR THE ENHANCEMENT OF LEARNING IN A FIELD-
BASED TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAMME. Kruger L, University of Potchefstroom
 THE DIFFERENTIATED PAPER SYSTEM IN MALTESE SEC EXAMINATION: IS IT PROMOTING
QUALITY, EQUITY AND FAIRNESS? Pace J, University of Malta
Room: Chemistry C110 Inclusive Education Session
 WORKING TOWARDS INCLUSION: A CHANGING ROLE FOR SPECIAL SCHOOLS 1) Masterton
H, Bedford D, Jackson C, University of Surrey Roehampton
 SCHOOLS INTERPRETING INCLUSION Dyson A, Gallannaugh F, Millward A, University of
Newcastle
 WORKING WITH TEACHING ASSISTANTS: THREE MODELS EVALUATED 1) Cremin H,
Thomas G,  2) Vincett K, 1) Westminster Institute of Education, Oxford Brookes University, 2)
Special Educational Needs and Psychology Service (SENAPS) Essex LEA
 'HOW DO WE KNOW WHEN WE'RE INCLUDING A LEARNER MORE?  TOWARDS AN
'INCLUSIVE LEARNING REVIEW SCHEDULE' Hick P, University of Manchester
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SESSION 1 09.00HRS – 10.30HRS THURSDAY
Room: Chemistry C108 Learning in the Professions Session
 INTERPROFESSIONAL LEARNING FOR PRE-QUALIFICATION HEALTH AND SOCIAL CARE
STUDENTS: THE FACILITATORS' EXPERIENCE Clarke BA, Miers M, Pollard K, Thomas J,
University of the West of England
 CAN CHARISMA SAVE THE DAY? PROFESSIONAL IDENTITIES AND MULTI-PROFESSIONAL
WORKING. Stark S, Jones E, Manchester Metropolitan University
 THE ROLE OF RESEARCH IN DEVELOPING A PROFESSIONAL IDENTITY FOR RESIDENTIAL
CHILD CARE. Smith M, University of Strathclyde
Room: Chemistry C109 Learning in the Professions Session
 THE TEN WEEK INTERVIEW: THE IMPACT OF INITIAL TEACHER TRAINING PLACEMENTS
ON TEACHER RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION Foster R, Merrill S, Edge Hill College of Higher
Education
 BARRIERS TO QTS FOR TEACHING ASSISTANTS Drake P, Jacklin A, Robinson C, Thorp J,
University of Sussex
 PUPILS' VIEWS OF DYSLEXIA FRIENDLY TEACHING Johnson M,  Phillips S, Manchester
Metropolitan University
Room: BUSINESS SCHOOL G13 Mixed Session
 SCHOOL LEADERSHIP IN DISADVANTAGED COMMUNITIES Jones S, Sheffield Hallam
University
 WHEN LEADERSHIP IS NOT ENOUGH Storey A, Open University
 A MATTER OF FAITH? LEADERSHIP IN CATHOLIC SCHOOLS 1) Cubillo L, 2) Brown M 1)
University College Worcester, 2) University of Manchester
Room: MECH & CHEM ME 101 Mixed Session
 INVESTIGATING THE POSSIBLE BENEFITS OF GREATER CHOICE WITHIN SECONDARY
SHOOLS 1) Adnett N, 2) Coe R, 1) Davis P, 2) Hutton D, 1) Telhaj S 1) Institute for Education
Policy Research, Staffordshire University 2) Curriculum, Evaluation and Management Centre,
University of Durham
 PATHWAYS TO 'OPPORTUNITY AND EXCELLENCE': COLLABORATIVE CURRICULUM
INNOVATION IN SOUTH YORKSHIRE 1) Holland M, 1) Coldwell M, 1) Trickey S, 1) Rybinski D, 2)
Jones H, 2) Morgan B, 1) Byford H 1) Sheffield Hallam University, 2) Rotherham LEA
 NEGOTIATING THE SECONDARY SCHOOL CURRICULUM: A SUBJECT HISTORY
PERPECTIVE Jephcote MJ, Cardiff University, School of Social Sciences
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SESSION 1 09.00HRS – 10.30HRS THURSDAY
Room: MECH & CHEM ME 103 Mixed Session
 LET'S HAVE A LAUGH!  THE ROLE OF HUMOUR IN EDUCATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
1) Fletcher S, 2) Hewitt JA 1) University of Bath, 2) Independent Educational Consultant
 EVOLUTION AND THE ORIGINS OF HUMOUR : HOW HUMOUR ORIGINATES AS A LEARNING
MECHANISM AND WHY THIS IS SIGNIFICANT FOR EDUCATION Hewitt J, Freelance author
 WHAT ARE THE CHARACTERISTICS OF CONSTRUCTIVIST LEARNING CULTURES? 1) Le
Cornu R, 2) Peters J, 3) Collins J 1) University of South Australia, 2) University of South Australia,
3) The Open University
 THE INNOVATOR AS INEBRIATE: DEVELOPING A SITUATED THEORY OF
ENTREPRENEURIAL LEARNING Wilkinson CM, University of Oxford
Room: Bruce Room A Mixed Session
 UNDERSTANDING TRAINEES' COGNITIVE STYLES AS PART OF TEACHER EDUCATION
Waring M, Evans C, University of Durham
 CREATING A COMMUNITY OF WRITERS FOR INITIAL TEACHER EDUCATION STUDENTS
Lewis G, Anderson G, Hurrell A, Johnston D, Mcintosh K, Russell M, Walker C, Wolfe A, University
of Aberdeen
 INFLUENTIAL FACTORS ON TEACHING EFFICACY: PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS' BELIEFS
Poulou M, University of Greece
 AN INVESTIGATION OF THE LINGUISTIC TOOLS USED IN THE COMMUNITY OF INITIAL
TEACHER TRAINING Boag-Munroe G, University of Birmingham
Room: Oak Room Post Compulsory Education and Training/Lifelong Learning Session
 SOME REFLECTIONS ON POLICY RECURRENCE: THE CASE OF WORK-RELATED
LEARNING FOR 14-16 YEAR OLDS. Yeomans D, University of Leeds
 THE POSSIBLE POLICY EFFECTS ON FE COLLEGES IN ENGLAND UNDER THE LEARNING
AND SKILLS COUNCILS Hammond M, Dudley College
Room: Beech Room Post Compulsory Education and Training/Lifelong Learning Session
 PART-TIME PAID WORK AND ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT: A SIXTH FORM CASEE STUDY
Richards AL, Brighton University
 RECOVERING POTENTIAL: FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH SUCCESS IN ENGAGING
CHALLENGING STUDENTS WITH ALTERNATIVE PRE-16 PROVISION 1) Attwood G,  2) Croll P,
3) Hamilton J 1) University of the West of England 2) University of Reading 3) University of the West
of England
 MANAGING TUTORIAL PROVISION IN FURTHER EDUCATION. Fertig M, University of Bath
 DISAFFECTION IN FE: REMOVING BARRIERS TO TEACHING AND LEARNING WITH A VIEW
TO IMPROVING STUDENT RETENTION AND ATTAINMENT 1) Martin D, 2) McLay M 1) Stoke
College, 2) Manchester Metropolitan University
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SESSION 1 09.00HRS – 10.30HRS THURSDAY
Room: MECH & CHEM ME 136 Physical Education and Sport Pedagogy Session
 ENHANCING TEACHERS' AND PUPILS' LEARNING IN PRIMARY SCHOOL PHYSICAL
EDUCATION: THE ROLE OF COLLABORATIVE PROFESSIONAL LEARNING Duncombe R,
Armour K Loughborough University
 PHYSICAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENTS AS LEARNING ORGANISATIONS: THE
FOUNDATION FOR EFFECTIVE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT Armour K M, Yelling MR,
Loughborough University
 PEDAGOGIC COMPETENCE IN HEALTH EDUCATION Beckett L, University of Technology,
Sydney
 THE EFFECTS OF AN INTEGRATED CURRICULUM MODEL ON TEACHERS' PEDAGOGY
PRACTICES Thorburn M, University of Edinburgh
Room: Wardlaw Room A Research Methodology Session
 POSITIONING GENDER IN DISCOURSE: A FEMINIST RESEARCH METHODOLOGY Baxter J
University of Reading
 AS WE SEE IT: IMPROVING LEARNING AT THE MUSEUM 1) Groundwater-Smith S 2) Kelly L 1)
University of Sydney, 2) Australian Museum
 GENEALOGICAL RESEARCH IN EDUCATION: AN INQUIRY INTO THE PHILOSOPHICAL
BASIS OF FOUCAULT'S CONCEPTION OF CRITIQUE Olssen M, University of Surrey
 TEACHERS' TEXTS: THE RELEVANCE OF TELEVISION REPRESENTATIONS TO THE
TEACHING PROFESSION Ellsmore S
Room: BUSINESS SCHOOL G20 School Improvements
 A LONGITUDINAL STUDY OF TEACHER CHANGE: WHAT MAKES PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT EFFECTIVE?  A REPORT ON PROGRESS Boyle B, While D, Boyle T, University
of Manchester
 NETWORK LEARNING IN THE CONTEXT OF PRACTICE Day C, Hadfield M, Kellow M, University
of Nottingham
 TEACHERS LEADING LEARNING Durrant J, Canterbury Christ Church University College
 THE TEACHER EFFECTIVENESS ENHANCEMENT PROGRAMME - EVALUATION OF AN
INNOVATIVE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME. 1) Muijs RD, 2) Palmer-Jones D
1) University of Warwick, Institute of Education, 2) Gatsby Technical Education Projects
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PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 11.00HRS – 12.30HRS THURSDAY
James Watt I Main Auditorium
Overflow – Carnegie Room
Chair – Anne Edwards, University of Birmingham
This year, BERA enters its 30th year and during the course of the next 12 months, your Executive Council
will be planning some way of marking this important occasion. But anniversaries are not only times for
celebration; they are also important opportunities for reflection and taking stock. The challenges that face the
educational research community and the divisions within it are perhaps greater than ever before. Some
might argue that as a community we are in disarray; others might say that what they see is a community
being forced to come of age. In this lecture I want to explore the issues that face us and ask what they will
mean in the years ahead for BERA as an organisation committed to championing and improving educational
research.
BERA at 30. Have we come of
age?
Professor John Furlong, University
of Oxford
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LUNCHTIME SESSION 12.45HRS – 14.15HRS THURSDAY
Room: Lecture Theatre 1 Non-SIG Collective
'LEARNING HOW TO LEARN - IN CLASSROOMS, SCHOOLS AND NETWORKS (AN ESRC TLRP
PROJECT) DESIGN, INSTRUMENTS AND SOME EARLY, TENTATIVE FINDINGS'
Convenor: James M, University of Cambridge
Presenters: 1) James M, 1) Pedder D, 1) MacBeath J, 1) Swaffield S, 1) Frost D, 1) Conner C, 2) Swann J,
2) Black P, 2) Wiliam D, 2) Marshall B, 3) McCormick R, 4) Carmichael P, 4) Procter R, 4)
Honour L, 1) University of Cambridge, 2) King's College, London, 3) Open University, 4)
University of Reading.
Discussant: Brown S, University of Stirling
Room: Lecture Theatre 2 Non-SIG Collective
USERS OF RESEARCH EVIDENCE: ROLE AND RELEVANCE IN POLICY AND PRACTICE
Convenor: Garcia J, Institute of Education, London
Presenters: 1) Garcia J, 1) Gough D, 2) Sebba J, 3) Howes A, 4) Beverton S, 5) Bell M, 1) Evans J, 6)
Higgins S, 1) Institute of Education London, 2) DfES, 3) University of Manchester, 4) University
of Durham, 5) CUREE, 6) University of Newcastle
Room: Lecture Theatre 3 Early Childhood Education Collective
THE EFFECTIVE PROVISION OF PRE-SCHOOL EDUCATION (EPPE) PROJECT : FINDINGS OVER
THE PRE-SCHOOL PERIOD.
Convenor: Taggart B, Institute of Education, University of London
Presenters: 1) Sylva K,  2) Siraj-Blatchford I,  3)Melhuish E,  2) Sammon P, 2) Taggart B, 2) Elliot K, 1)
Oxford University 2) Institute of Education, University of London 3) Birkbeck University of
London
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SESSION 2 14.30HRS – 16.00HRS THURSDAY
Room: Physics P113 Early Childhood Education Collective
RESEARCHING WITH YOUNG CHILDREN AND FAMILIES - SOME METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES.
This collective will take place over Session 2 and 3
Convenor: Broadhead P, Northumbria University
Presenters: 1) Broadhead P, 1) Graham P, 1) Cook T, 1) Mckenna L, 1) Cook M, 2) Cumming J, 2) Parsons
M, 2) Stephenson M, 3) Chessum R, 4) Hemmings P
1) Northumbria University, 2) University of Sunderland, 3) Gateshead Area Child Protection
Office, 4) Barnados
Room: Lecture Theatre 1 Higher Education Collective
IMPROVING STUDENT LEARNING THROUGH THE USE OF STUDENT FEEDBACK: SIX ESCALATE
CASE STUDIES
This collective will take place over Session 2 and 3
Convenor: Harrison C, University of Nottingham
Presenters: 1) Peacock A, 2) Youens B, 3) Bundy R, Roberts D, Twistleton S, Mills K, 4) Weedon E, 5) Parry
J, 6) Sage R
1) University of Exeter, 2) University of Nottingham, 3) St Martin's College, 4) UHI Millennium
Institute - Perth College, 5) University of Sussex, 6) University of Leicester
Discussant: Harrison C University of Nottingham
Room: Physics P114 Leading and Managing Schools and Colleges Collective
LEADING AND MANAGING SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES
This collective will take place over Session 1, 2 and 3
Convenor: Busher H University of Leicester
Presenters: 1) West A, 2) Turner CK, 2) Mitchell S, 3) Smith E, 4) Hammersley-Fletcher L, 5) Kirkham G, 6)
Penny R, 7) Busher H, 8) Crawford MP, 9) Johnson H, 10) Duignan P, 11) Stevenson H, Busher
H
1) London School of Economics, 2) Swansea University, 3) University of Warwick, 4) Stafford
University, 5) Nottingham Trent University, 6) St Mary's University College, 7) University of
Leicester, 8) University of Warwick, 9) Roehampton University of Surrey, 10) Australian Catholic
University, 11) University of Leicester
Room: Lecture Theatre 2 Learning in the Professions Collective
REFLECTION AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Convenor: Bullock K University of Bath
Presenters: 1) Martin S, 2) Yaffe E, 1) Muschamp Y,  1) Bullock K, 1) Wikeley F 1) Bullock K
1) University of Bath, 2) Oranim Academic College of education
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SESSION 2 14.30HRS – 16.00HRS THURSDAY
Room: Physics P115 Non-SIG Collective
EVALUATION OF PROJECT 1 OF THE SCOTTISH EXECUTIVE'S ASSESSMENT DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME: SUPPORT FOR PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE IN FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT
This collective will take place over Session 1 and 2
Convenor: Hallam S Institute of Education, University of London
Presenters: 1) Hallam S, 1) Kirton A, Stobart G, Robertson P, Peffers J, 2) Hutchinson C, 3) Hayward L, 4)
Simpson M, 5) Priestley M, 6) Young M
1) Institute of Education, University of London  2) Scottish Executive, 3) University of Glasgow,
4) University of Edinburgh, 5) University of Stirling, 6) Learning and Teaching Scotland
Discussant: Condie R The University of Strathclyde, Glasgow
Room: Cedar Room Non-SIG Collective
EDUCATION POLICY IN THE UK: A SCOTTISH EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
SYMPOSIUM
This collective will take place over Session 1 and 2
Convenor: Menter I University of Paisley
Presenters: 1) Croxford L 2) Hodgson A 3) Howieson C 4) Raffe D 5) Savory C,  6) Spours K 7) Tinklin T
8) Ozga J 9) Rees G 10) Smith I 11) Brisard E 12) Menter I 13) Hutchings M 14) Holligan C
15) Seagraves L
1) CES, University of Edinburgh  2) University of London Institute of Education  3)  CES,
University of Edinburgh  4) CES, University of Edinburgh  5) University of London Institute of
Education  6) University of London Institute of Education  7) CES, University of Edinburgh  8)
CES, University of Edinburgh  9) University of Cardiff  10) University of Paisley  11) University of
Paisley  12) University of Paisley  13) London Metropolitan University  14) University of Paisley
15) University of Paisley
Discussant: Munn P University of Edinburgh
Room: Bruce Room B Non-SIG Collective
@DULTs LEARNING - EXPLORING PATTERNS OF ADULT LEARNING IN THE INFORMATION AGE
Convenor: Selwyn N, Cardiff University School of Social Sciences
Presenters: Gorard S., Selwyn N., Furlong J, Madden L, Cardiff University
Discussant: Green B School of Education, Charles Stuart University Bathurst, New South Wales, Australia
Room: Bruce Room A Non-SIG Collective
APPROACHES TO INCLUSIVE PRACTICES IN SCHOOLS
Convenor: Wearmouth J, The Open University
Presenters: 1) Davies S, 1) Connors B, 1) Wearmouth J, 2) Glynn T, 3) Berryman M
1) The Open University, 2) University of Waikato, 3) Poutama Pounamu Education Research
Centre
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SESSION 2 14.30HRS – 16.00HRS THURSDAY
Room: Lecture Theatre 3 New Technologies in Education Collective
TRANSFORMING THEORY: RESULTS FROM THE INTERACTIVE EDUCATION PROJECT
This collective will take place over Session 1 and 2
Convenor: Sutherland R University of Bristol
Presenters: John P, Sutherland R, Robertson S, Baggott LaVelle L, Brawn R, McFarlane A, Triggs P,
Matthewman S, Shortis T, Taylor A, Godwin S, Todman N, Tidmarsh C, Gall M, Breeze N, Faux
F, Dale R, Olivero F University of Bristol
Discussant: Moon R The Open University
Room: Chemistry C107 Assessment Session
 CAN A PICTURE RUIN A THOUSAND WORDS? PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF THE WAY EXAM
QUESTIONS ARE LAID OUT AND THE IMPACT OF CHANGING THEM Crisp V, Sweiry E,
University of Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate
 MODELLING ITEM DIFFICULTY FOR BOOKMARK STANDARD SETTING Schagen I, Bradshaw
J, NFER
 ANOTHER DIFFICULT QUESTION?AN INVESTIGATION OF PROBLEM SOLVING AND
QUESTION DIFFICULTY ISSUES CONCERNING GIFTED AND TALENTED STUDENTS Dhillon
D, Richardson M, Assessment and Qualifications Alliance
 IDENTIFYING AND SELECTING ABLE STUDENTS: THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL
IMPLICATIONS Hartas D, Lindsay G, Muijs D, University of Warwick
Room: Maths M112 Creativity in Education Session
 CREATIVITY: ROOTED IN TECHNICITY? Doyle MP, University of Leeds
 THE USE OF 'TRANSGRESSIVE DATA' IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF A CREATIVE RESEARCH
PRACTICE Gale KJ, University of Plymouth
 A LANGUAGE FOR CREATIVITY? Craft A, The Open University
Room: Maths M113 Comparative and International Education Session
 THE PERCEPTIONS OF STUDENT TEACHERS, BEGINING TEACHERS AND EXPERIENCED
TEACHERS ON 'EFFECTIVE TEACHER' Cakmak M, University of Gazi
 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE STRUCTURE OF HIGHER EDUCATION AND
FORMALCHARACTERISTICS OF TEACHER EDUCATION: A NORDIC PERSPECTIVE
Johannsdottir G, Iceland University of Education
 SCHOOL BASED MANAGEMENT IN PORTUGAL : POLICIES AND PRACTICES (1998 -2002)
Dias M, Escola Superior De Educação De Lisboa
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SESSION 2 14.30HRS – 16.00HRS THURSDAY
Room: MECH & CHEM ME 103 Higher Education Session
 DO MALE AND FEMALE STUDENTS HAVE DIFFERENT ATTITUDES TOWARDS
ATTENDANCE AT UNIVERSITY AND DOES IT MATTER IF THEY DO? Woodfield R, University of
Sussex
 THE CHOICES AND EXPERIENCES OF HIGHER EDUCATION STUDENTS LIVING IN THE
PARENTAL HOME Patiniotis J, Holdsworth C, University of Liverpool
 DIFFERENT GOALS, DIFFERENT TIMES:  UNDERGRADUATES' CHANGING MOTIVATIONS
FOR STUDY AS THEY PROGRESS THROUGH THEIR DEGREE Remedios R, Lieberman DA
 ACCESSIBILITY PRACTICES IN HIGHER EDUCATION: A REVIEW OF E-LEARNING Seale J
University of Southampton
Room: Chemistry C110 Inclusive Education Session
 CHANGING THE LIVES OF CHILDREN AND OLDER PEOPLE: INTERGENERATIONAL
MENTORING IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS Ellis SW, Manchester Metropolitan University
 THE LEARNING ASSISTANT PROGRAM (LAP). THE MERITS OF MENTORING PUPILS WITH
SOCIAL EMOTIONAL AND BEHAVIOURAL DIFFICULTIES (SEBD) Gibson S, University of
Plymouth
 RECOGNITION OF ACHIEVEMENT WITH DISENFRANCHISED YOUTH 1) Morgan D,  2) Robbins
J 1) University of Exeter, 2) The Talent Centre
Room: Wardlaw Room B Language and Literacy Session
 ARTEFACT MEDIATED LITERACY: KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE AND TRANSFORMATIONS IN
HOME AND SCHOOL 1) Johnson D, 2) Feiler A 3) Scanlan M,  4) Greenhough P, 5) Price A 1)
University of the West of England, Bristol, 2) University of Bristol, 3) University of Bristol, 4)
University of Bristol, 5) Morelands Primary School
 TAKING IDEAS ON A JOURNEY: A MODEL TO SUPPORT YOUNG CHILDREN'S THINKING
PROCESSES Hope G, Canterbury Christ Church University College
 CREATIVELY PROMOTING POSITIVE CHANGE: AN EVALUATION OF THE EFFECTIVENESS
OF THE PUSHKIN PRIZES TRUST EXPERIENTIAL MODEL Hanratty B, Taggart D, St Mary's
University College, Belfast
Room: Chemistry C108 Learning in the Professions Session
 MENTORING IN MEDICAL CONTEXTS Ehrich L, Hansford B, Tennent L; Queensland University of
Technology
 LEARNING TO LECTURE: A THEORETICAL EXPLORATION OF THE CONTRIBUTION OF
FORMAL LEARNING AND WORKPLACE LEARNING IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
KNOWING OF HIGHER EDUCATION TEACHING. Warhurst R, Heriot-Watt University
 PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN NURSING USING ACTION LEARNING Stark S, Manchester
Metropolitan University
 KNOWLEDGE AND LEARNING IN UNIVERSITY AND PROFESSIONAL SETTINGS:
FACILITATING EFFECTIVE WORK-BASED LEARNING Nikolou-Walker E, Queen's University,
Belfast
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SESSION 2 14.30HRS – 16.00HRS THURSDAY
Room: Chemistry C109 Learning in the Professions Session
 CULTURAL CAPITAL AND THE EMERGING PROFESSIONAL IDENTITIES OF TRAINEE Hall D,
Raffo C, University of Manchester
 THE EARLY CAREER DEVELOPMENT OF PRIMARY TEACHERS Jacklin A, Griffiths V, Robinson
C, University of Sussex
 CASE STUDIES OF TRAINEE TEACHERS ON A PRIMARY GRADUATE TEACHER
PROGRAMME Griffiths V, University of Sussex
Room: Maths M213 Mixed Session
 CAN PICTORIAL REPRESENTATIONS SUPPORT PROPORTIONAL REASONING? THE CASE
OF A 'MIXING PAINT' PROBLEM Misailidou C, Williams J, University of Manchester
 FRESH START FIVE YEARS ON Mclay M, Manchester Metropolitan University
 MAKING SENSE OF REALISTIC MATHEMATICS PROBLEMS: PRIMARY SCHOOL
CHILDREN'S COMMENTS ON ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS TO A NATIONAL TEST ITEM
Cooper B, Harries A, University of Durham
Room: MECH & CHEM ME 101 Mixed Session
 USING RESEARCH FOR SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT: THE LEA'S ROLE Wilson R, Easton C,
National Foundation for Educational Research
 ENCOURAGING AND SUPPORTING CPD CO-ORDINATORS IN MAKING USE OF RESEARCH:
GUIDELINES FROM THE NATIONAL TEACHER RESEARCH PANEL 1) Wilson J,  2) Cordingley
P 3) Seddon K 1) National Teacher Research Panel  2) Professional Adviser to National Teacher
Research Panel  3) National Teacher Research Panel
 LANGUAGE LEARNER STRATEGY TRAINING - DOES IT WORK? AND WHO SAYS SO
ANYWAY? Hassan X, Smith P, The Open University
 HOW DOES CPD AFFECT TEACHING AND LEARNING? 1) Cordingley P 2) Bell M 3) Rundell B,
Cordingley P, Bell M, Rundell B Centre for the Use of Research and Evidence in Education
Room: Maths M214 New Technologies in Education Session
 WHAT DO TEACHERS, LEARNERS AND OTHER EDUCATION ADVISORS WANT FROM A
WEB BASED EDUCATIONAL PORTAL? Wishart J and Oades C, Loughborough University
 CHILDREN AND TEACHERS USING THE INTERNET 1997-2002 Jervis A, Steeg T, University of
Manchester
 'FAST TRACK TO CONSISTENT ASSESSMENT ON BLOCK PLACEMENT? THE ROLE OF
WEB BASED RESOURCES FOR PARTNERSHIP INSTITUTIONS'. Kynch C, St Martin's College
 REFLECTIONS ON NOF ICT TRAINING Galanouli D, Gardner J, Murphy C, Queen's University
Belfast
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SESSION 2 14.30HRS – 16.00HRS THURSDAY
Room: Oak Room Post Compulsory Education and Training/Lifelong Learning Session
 A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND EVALUATION OF LEARNING STYLE MODELS AND THEIR
IMPLICATIONS FOR PEDAGOGY IN POST-16 EDUCATION Moseley D, Ecclestone K, Coffield F,
Hall E  School of Education, Communication and Language Sciences, University of Newcastle upon
Tyne
 SUBJECT IDENTITY AND CURRICULUM CHANGE Higham JJS, Coles J, University of Leeds
 THE CUMULATION OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH: THE CASE OF SITUATED LEARNING
Lang I, Canning R, University of Stirling
Room: Beech Room Post Compulsory Education and Training/Lifelong Learning Session
 THE INFLUENCE OF THE SCHOOL ON THE DECISION TO PARTICIPATE IN LEARNING POST-
16. Foskett N, Dyke M, Maringe F, University of Southampton
 YOUNG PEOPLE'S TRAJECTORIES INTO POST-16 EDUCATION AND TRAINING Croll P,
Moses D, University of Reading
 PATHWAYS AND PROGRESSION AT 16+ - 'FASHION', PEER INFLUENCE AND COLLEGE
CHOICE 1) Foskett NH, 2) Lumby J, 3)Maringe F 1) University of Southampton  2) University of
Lincoln  3) University of Southampton.
 THE EFFECTS OF LOW ATTAINMENT ON YOUNG PEOPLE'S OUTCOMES AT AGE 22-23 IN
SCOTLAND Howieson C, Iannelli C, University of Edinburgh
Room: MECH & CHEM ME 136 Physical Education and Sport Pedagogy Session
 PHYSICAL EDUCATION'S CONTRIBUTION TO PHYSICAL ACTIVITY PROMOTION -
PROGRESS AND POTENTIAL Cale L, Harris J, Loughborough University
 PHYSICAL ACTIVITY, PERCEIVED COMPETENCE AND ENJOYMENT DURING SECONDARY
SCHOOL PHYSICAL EDUCATION Fairclough SJ, Liverpool John Mores University
 RE-ENGAGING DISAFFECTED YOUTH THROUGH PHYSICAL ACTIVITY PROGRAMS Holroyd
R, Armour K, Loughborough University
 THE BASIC MOVES PROGRAMME:  A REPORT ON THE FIRST YEAR OF A LONGITUDINAL
PROJECT AIMING TO PREPARE CHILDREN FOR LIFELONG PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
PARTICIPATION Jess M, University of Edinburgh
Room: Wardlaw Room A Research Methods Session
 REVIEWING A GROUNDED THEORY APPROACH FOR M-PORTAL FIELD RESEARCH Mitchell
A, Patton S, Ultralab, Anglia Polytechnic University
 THE QUITE TRIVIAL MATTER OF TEACHING METHODS OF QUALITATIVE ENQUIRY. Clough
P, Queen’s University Belfast
 DISCOURSE, IDENTITY AND AUTHORSHIP: EXPLORING ETHICAL ISSUES IN AN ONLINE
DISCUSSION PROJECT Atkinson E, University of Sunderland
 USES AND ABUSES OF PARTICIPATIVE IMAGE-MAKING IN SCHOOL Howes A, Kaplan
University of Manchester
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SESSION 2 14.30HRS – 16.00HRS THURSDAY
Room: BUSINESS SCHOOL G20 School Improvement Session
 BUILDING LEADERSHIP CAPACITY: RESTRUCTURING A GRADUATE LEADERSHIP
PROGRAM TO PROMOTE SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT Halsall EA, Gantner MW, State University of
West Georgia
 LEADING LEARNERS:  POLICY TO IMPROVE STUDENT INVOLVEMENT IN HOW SCHOOLS
ARE LED Pollard A, Demos
 TEACHERS WHO CARE IN A SYSTEM THAT DOES NOT: THE MORAL FAILURE OF THE
EDUCATION SYSTEM Cooper B, University of Leeds
 LEADING LEARNERS: REALITY, IDEALS AND POLICY FOR LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT IN
SCHOOLS Jones C, Demos
Room: BUSINESS SCHOOL G13 Social Justice Session
 SCHOOL, FAMILY AND COMMUNITY RELATIONSHIPS: THE IMPACT OF TRADITION,
CULTURE AND VALUES ON HOME-SCHOOL RELATIONSHIPS, WITH REFERENCE TO
FAMILIES OF BANGLADESHI AND PAKISTANI ORIGIN IN THE NORTH EAST OF ENGLAND.
Crozier G, Davies J, Booth D, Khatun S University of Sunderland
 FAMILY-SCHOOL RELATIONSHIPS: AN EXPLORATION OF FAMILIES’ PERSPECTIVES
Symeou L, School of Education, University of Cambridge
 MINERS, DIGGERS, FERALS AND SHOW-MEN: UNSETTLING IDENTITIES IN SCHOOL-
COMMUNITY PROJECTS. Thomson P, Bridge
 DIVIDED JAPANESE AND EDUCATION DIVIDED Hida D, University of the Sacred Heart
Room: Maths M114 Sexualities Session
 GIRLS' TALK; GIRLS' SILENCE Jule A, University of Glamorgan
 'PROFESSIONAL BOYFRIENDS' AND 'CELEBRITY COUPLES': EXPLORING YOUNG BOYS'
HETEROSEXUAL MASCULINTIES IN TWO PRIMARY SCHOOLS Renold E, Cardiff University
 WHERE ARE TODAY'S ROLE MODELS? EXPLORING BOYS' SIBLING SOCIETY Walker BM,
University of East Anglia
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SESSION 3 16.30HRS – 18.00HRS THURSDAY
Room: Lecture Theatre 3 British Society for Research into Learning Mathematics Collective
MATHEMATICS TEACHER DEVELOPMENT: A RE-CONCEPTUALISATION
Convenor: Williams J University of Manchester
Presenters: Bibby T, Hodgen J, Williams J, Hadjimetriou C, Hardy T, Hanley U, Ryan J, Kassem D, Sarland
C
King's College London, University of Manchester, Sheffield Hallam University, Manchester
Metropolitan University, Liverpool John Moores University
Discussant: Williams J University of Manchester
Room: Physics P113 Early Childhood Education Collective
RESEARCHING WITH YOUNG CHILDREN AND FAMILIES - SOME METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES
This collective will take place over Session 2 and 3
Convenor: Broadhead P Northumbria University
Presenters: 1) Broadhead P, 1) Graham P. 1) Cook T, 1) Mckenna L, 1) Cook M 2)Cumming J, 2) Parsons
M, 2) Stephenson M, 3) Chessum R, 4) Hemmings P
1) Northumbria University, 2) University of Sunderland, 3) Gateshead Area Child Protection
Office, 4) Barnados
Room: Lecture Theatre 1 Higher Education Collective
IMPROVING STUDENT LEARNING THROUGH THE USE OF STUDENT FEEDBACK: SIX ESCALATE
CASE STUDIES
This collective will take place over Session 2 and 3
Convenor: Harrison C University of Nottingham
Presenters: 1) Peacock A, 2) Youens B, 3) Bundy R, Roberts D, Twistleton S, Mills K, 4) Weedon E, 5) Parry
J, 6) Sage R
1) University of Exeter, 2) University of Nottingham, 3) St Martin's College, 4) UHI Millennium
Institute - Perth College, 5) University of Sussex, 6) University of Leicester
Discussant: Harrison C University of Nottingham
Room: Physics P114 Leading and Managing Schools and Colleges Collective
LEADING AND MANAGING SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES
This collective will take place over Session1, 2 and 3
Convenor: Busher H University of Leicester
Presenters: 1) West A , 2) Turner CK, 2) Mitchell S, 3) Smith E, 4) Hammersley-Fletcher L, 5) Kirkham G, 6)
Penny R, 7) Busher H, 8) Crawford MP, 9) Johnson H, 10) Duignan P, 11) Stevenson H, Busher
H
1) London School of Economics, 2) Swansea University, 3) University of Warwick, 4) Stafford
University, 5) Nottingham Trent University, 6) St Mary's University College, 7) University of
Leicester, 8) University of Warwick, 9) Roehampton University of Surrey, 10) Australian Catholic
University, 11) University of Leicester
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SESSION 3 16.30HRS – 18.00HRS THURSDAY
Room: Bruce Room B Non-SIG Collective
THE STATE WE'RE IN - EDUCATION, EDUCATION/RESEARCH & EDUCATION/RESEARCHERS - A
FEMINIST REVIEW
Convenor: Brunel HV, University Department of Education
Presenters: 1) Archer L, 2) Brine J, 3) Hey V, 4) Lambert C, 1)  Leathwood C, 5) Meo A, 1) Reay D
1) London Metropolitan, 2) University of the West of England, 3) Brunel University, 4) University
of Warwick, 5) tbc
Discussant: Reay D, London Metropolitan University
Room: Bruce Room A Non-SIG Collective
THE IMPACT OF PERFORMANCE THRESHOLD ASSESSMENT ON TEACHERS' WORK (ESRC
R000239286)
Convenor: Menter I, University of Paisley
Presenters: 1) Mahony P, 2) Menter I, 3) Hextall I
1) and 3) University of Surrey Roehampton.  2) University of Paisley
Discussant: Kings MM, College London
Room: Maths M213 Non-SIG Collective
CONJURING EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH FUTURES: STRATEGY, METHOD, VISION
Convenor: Somekh B, MMU
Presenters: 1)Torrance H, 2) Stronach I, 3) Walker R, 4) MacLure M, 5) Schwandt T, 6) Elliott J, 7) Greene J
, di Stefano L
1) MMU, 2) MMU, 3) UEA, 4) MMU  5) Illinois (Urbana-Champaign) 6) UEA
Discussant: Hammersley M, Open University
Room: Lecture Theatre 2 New Technologies in Education Collective
TEACHER LEARNING AND ICT
Convenor: Harlen W, University of Bristol
Presenters: Harlen W, University of Bristol, Doubler S, TERC & Lesley University, Harrison DJ, Hills LA,
Leach J, Moon B, Cook D, Ralston JL, Open University.
Discussant: McCormick R, Open University
Room: Carnegie Room School Improvement Collective
TEACHERS AS LEADERS OF CHANGE :  ISSUES, DEFINITIONS AND DRIVERS
Convenor: Saunders L, General Teaching Council for England
Presenters: 1)  Hustler D, 1) McNamara O, 2) Campbell A, 3) Bolam R, 3) Wallace M, 4) McMahon A, 4)
Thomas S, 5) Harris A, 5) Muijs D
1) Manchester Metropolitan University, 2) Liverpool Hope University College, 3) University of
Bath, 4) University of Bristol, 5)  University of Warwick
Discussant: Bolam R University of Bath
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SESSION 3 16.30HRS – 18.00HRS THURSDAY
Room: BUSINESS SCHOOL G20 Assessment Session
 ISSUING RESULTS: THE NEWS MEDIA'S DEPICTION OF A LEVEL AND GCSE EXAMS
Warmington P, Murphy R, University of Nottingham
 THE CHANGING PATTERN OF A-LEVEL/AS UPTAKE IN ENGLAND Bell JF, Malacova E,
Shannon M, University of Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate
 ASSESSMENT: POLITICAL TOOL, SOCIAL SORTER, QUALITY NIGHTMARE, LEARNING
DREAM. WHAT ARE THE CHOICES AND LEGACIES? Taras M, University of Sunderland
 STANDARDS OVER TIME Tymms PB, University of Durham
Room: Maths M112 Creativity in Education Session
 IMPOSSIBLE WORLDS: IS IMAGINATIVE THOUGHT IMPEDED OR ENRICHED BY THE
ENGLISH CURRICULUM? Smyth P, University of Greenwich
 THE FIRST GLIMPSE: STUDENT AND TEACHERS' ATTITUDES TO THE CREATIVE ARTS IN
AUSTRALIAN MIDDLE SCHOOL CLASSROOMS Darell RM, Bamford A, University of Technology,
Sydney
 TOWARDS A MODEL OF COLLABORATIVE EXCHANGE IN CREATIVE PROBLEM-SOLVING
Lunn S, Davidson M, Murphy P, The Open University
Room: Maths M113 Comparative and International Education Session
 PUPILS’ PROCESSES OF THINKING: LEARNING TO SOLVE ALGEBRAIC PROBLEMS IN
ENGLAND AND THAILAND Sakpakornkan N, Harries T, University of Durham
 DIFFERENTIATED LEARNING IN FRENCH AND ENGLISH PRIMARY SCHOOLS: THE CHILD,
THE PUPIL AND THE CITIZEN Raveaud M, University of Bristol
 CURRICULUM AND PROVISION FOR PUPILS WITH PROFOUND AND MULTIPLE LEARNING
DIFFICULTIES IN ENGLAND, WALES AND IRELAND: A COMPARATIVE STUDY. 1) Julian G, 2)
Crozier R, 2) Ware J 1) St Patrick's College, Dublin, 2) Cardiff University
 RAINBOW BRIDGE: EDUCATION ON THE MARGINS Ridley B, University of East Anglia
Room: MECH & CHEM ME 103 Higher Education Session
 THE ACADEMIC PROFESSION IN SOUTH AFRICA : SELF-PORTRAIT 1) Wolhuter CC, 2) Higgs
LG 1) Potchefstroom University, 2) University Of South Africa
 EQUALITIES AND INEQUALITIES IN ACADEMIC STAFFING PRACTICES IN HIGHER
EDUCATION Powney J, Ex- Scottish Council for Research in Education
 RE-ADDRESSING THE PRIORITIES: NEW TEACHER EDUCATORS' PERSPECTIVES ON
INDUCTION INTO HIGHER EDUCATION Murray J, Brunel University
 RESEARCH, TEACHING AND KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER: SEPARATE AND DISTINCT? Urwin
P, University of Westminster
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SESSION 3 16.30HRS – 18.00HRS THURSDAY
Room: Chemistry C110 Inclusive Education Session
 SEPARATE PROVISION FOR PUPILS WITH SOCIAL, EMOTIONAL AND BEHAVIOURAL
DIFFICULTIES (SEBD) IN SCOTLAND Macleod M, University of Edinburgh
 EXCLUSION FROM SCHOOL- ISN'T THAT SORTED YET? McCluskey G, University of Edinburgh
 PROMOTING INCLUSIVE SCHOOLING AND REDUCING ANTISOCIAL DISRUPTIVE LEARNING
BEHAVIOURS - THEORY TO PRACTICE Jull S, Wolfson College, University of Cambridge
 EXCLUSIONS FROM SCHOOL: COMPARING PERSPECTIVES Kane J, University of Glasgow
Room: Wardlaw Room B Language and Literacy Session
 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LITERACY AND MEDIA IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS ENGLISH
Oldham J, University of Brighton
 A NEW APPROACH TO LANGUAGE LEARNING IN VIRTUAL LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS
(VLES): USING THE PRINCIPLES OF NEURO LINGUISTIC PROGRAMMING (NLP) TO
ENHANCE LEARNER AND TUTOR EXPERIENCE Hauck M, The Open University
 ADOLESCENTS' READING: WHAT'S MAKING THE DIFFERENCE? Manuel J, University of
Sydney
Room: Chemistry C109 Learning in the Professions Session
 STUDENT TEACHER PROFESSIONAL AGENCY IN THE PRACTICUM Turnbull M, Auckland
College of Education
 USING TEACHER-LED RESEARCH AS A DEVELOPMENT TOOL TO CHALLENGE PRE-
CONCEIVED NOTIONS ABOUT THE TEACHING OF GIFTED AND TALENTED STUDENTS 1)
Davies T, 2) Bates J, 2) Weaver J, 2) Young N, 2) Chamberlain S 1) University of Reading, 2)
Wokingham LEA Schools
 RESEARCHING EARLY PROFESSIONAL LEARNING 1) McNally J, 2) Boreham N, 3) Cope P, 4)
Stronach I.  1) 2) and 3) University of Stirling 4) Manchester Metropolitan University
 MENTORING CONVERSATIONS: TALKING TO LEARN OR LEARNING TO CONFORM? Wilson
VR, Canterbury Christ Church University College
Room: Chemistry C108 Learning in the Professions Session
 A MULTI-LEVEL APPROACH FOR INCREASING STUDENT LEARNING: UNIVERSITY
FACULTY, PRE-SERVICE, AND INSERVICE TEACHERS COLLABORATE 1) Harkins D, 2)
Bridges L, 3) Doheny C, 4) Roberts E, 5) Putney D, State University of West Georgia
 AFFECTIVE ISSUES IN TEACHER LEARNING AND THE SPREAD OF GOOD PRACTICE IN ICT:
THE RIPPLE PROJECT Cooper BL, University of Leeds
 SCHOOL BASED APPROACHES TO CONSTRUCTING AND SUSTAINING PROFESSIONAL
DIALOGUE ABOUT TEACHING AND LEARNING 1) Baumfield VM, 2) Butterworth AM 1)
University of Newcastle, 2) Heaton Manor School
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SESSION 3 16.30HRS – 18.00HRS THURSDAY
Room: MECH & CHEM ME 101 Mixed Session
 ENGLISH TEACHERS IN THE FRAME; THE IMPACT OF THE NATIONAL LITERACY
STRATEGY ON THE PROFESSIONAL IDENTITY OF ENGLISH TEACHERS. Goodwyn A,
Brookes W, University of Reading
 SUCCESSMAKER - SUPPORTING INDEPENDENCE IN LITERACY LEARNING Knipe D, Taggart
D, Murray D, Greenwood M, Gilliland C, St Mary's University College, Belfast, N.Ireland
 NUMERACY INITIATIVES:  THE INFLUENCES ON POLICYMAKING AND IMPACT ON
PRACTICE. Dahl S, Aubrey C, University of Warwick
Room: Cedar Room Mixed Session
 RAISING ACHIEVEMENT OF BLACK CARIBBEAN PUPILS:     GOOD PRACTICE IN LAMBETH
SCHOOLS Demie F, Lambeth Education
 HOW DO DIFFERENT ABILITY GROUPING PRACTICES IN THE PRIMARY SCHOOL AFFECT
PEDAGOGY? Hallam S., Ireson J. Institute of Education, London University, Davies J. School of
Education, University of Sunderland
 CLASSROOM COMPUTER USE AND SYSTEMIC SUBJECT CULTURES: AN ANALYSIS OF
PEDAGOGICAL THINKING IN THE CORE SUBJECTS IN ENGLISH SECONDARY SCHOOLS
Ruthven K, Hennessy S, Brindley S, University of Cambridge
 ALLOCATING SCHOOL RESOURCES: WHAT IS THE RIGHT BALANCE BETWEEN ICT AND
BOOKS? 1) Hurd S, 2) Adnett N, 3) Mangan J 1) Open University, 2) Staffordshire University, 3)
Staffordshire University
Room: Physics P115 Mixed Session
 FROM ELISTISM TO INCLUSION: WHY ARE WE WIDENING PARTICIPATION IN HIGHER
EDUCATION? Elliott G, University College Worcester
 DISCIPLINARY MEASURES AND LIFE UNDER SPECIAL MEASURES - A FOUCAULDIAN
ACCOUNT Perryman J, Goldsmiths College, University of London
 TRANSFERENCE ISSUES ARISING OUT OF A PRACTITIONER RESEARCH PROJECT- WHAT
USE IS OTHER PEOPLE’S RESEARCH? Haydn T, University of East Anglia
 STATISTICAL STUDY OF THE DIFFERENCES IN CANDIDATES’ RESULTS BETWEEN FIRST
AND SECOND ATTEMPTS IN SOME GCE AS UNITS Al-Bayatti M, Jones B Assessment and
Qualification Alliance (AQA)
Room: Maths M214 New Technologies in Education Session
 THE CONTRIBUTION OF BROADBAND TECHNOLOGY TO TEACHING AND LEARNING: A
COUNTY-WIDE CASE STUDY Davies C, Birmingham P, University of Oxford
 WHY HAVE COMPUTER-BASED TECHNOLOGIES FAILED TO RADICALLY TRANSFORM
SCHOOLING? SOME ALTERNATIVE EXPLANATIONS Lynch J, Deakin University
 POLICY AND PEOPLE -ICT AND THE TEACHER CORE IN ICELANDIC SCHOOLS Hjartarson T,
Iceland University of Education
 INTEGRATED LEARNING SYSTEMS: IMPACT ON LEARNING AND ACHIEVEMENT. Gkolia C,
Jervis A, University of Manchester
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SESSION 3 16.30HRS – 18.00HRS THURSDAY
Room: Oak Room Post Compulsory Education and Training/Lifelong Learning Session
 'I'M HERE TO LEARN, NOT FOR THE SOCIAL LIFE!': 'DIFFERENCE' AND THE 'OTHERING' OF
(YOUNGER) UNIVERSITY STUDENTS BY THOSE FROM AN ACCESS COURSE Waller R,
University of the West of England, Bristol
 BECOMING VOCATIONAL :  INSIGHTS FROM TWO DIFFERENT VOCATIONAL COURSES IN A
FURTHER EDUCATION (FE) COLLEGE 1) Davies J,  2) Tedder M 1) University of Exeter, 2) St
Austell College
 THINKING SKILL TAXONOMIES FOR POST-16 LEARNERS: AN EVALUATION 1) Moseley D, 2)
Elliott J, 1) Gregson M, 2) Miller J 1) University of Newcastle upon Tyne, 2) University of Sunderland
Room: Beech Room Post Compulsory Education and Training/Lifelong Learning Session
 'THEORISING' KNOWLEDGE AND IDENTITY IN FURTHER EDUCATION: A COLLABORATIVE
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT Nicoll K, University of Stirling
 MOVING THE SKILLS FOR LIFE AGENDA FORWARD - A HEI PERSPECTIVE ON CURRENT
PCET TEACHER TRAINING INITIATIVES WITHIN BASIC SKILLS Eastwood L, Gorf A, University
of Huddersfield
 CONSTRUCTING LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS IN INITIAL AND CONTINUING POST 16
TEACHER EDUCATION IN THE UK Gregson M, Spedding T, University of Sunderland
 A BRIDGE TOO FAR? SHOULD RESEARCH EVIDENCE AND NATIONAL POLICY ON BASIC
SKILLS MATTER TO BASIC SKILLS TUTORS? Hudson C, Home Office National Probation
Directorate
Room: MECH & CHEM ME 136 Physical Education and Sport Pedagogy Session
 DEVELOPING PUPILS WHO UNDERSTAND. A RESPONSE TO THE NATIONAL CURRICULUM
FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION (NCPE) REQUIREMENT THAT WE SHOULD DEVELOP
THINKING SKILLS THROUGH PHYSICAL EDUCATION. Bell T,  M.M.U.
 AGE, COGNITIVE STYLE AND DECISION MAKING IN GAMES 1) Sproule J, 2) McMorris T, 3)
MacGillivary W, 4) Lodwick S 1) Edinburgh University, 2) University College Chichester, 3)
University of New Brunswick, 4) University College Chichester
 THE EFFECTS OF A THINKING SKILLS PROGRAMME (PLAYSMART) IN PHYSICAL
EDUCATION. 1) Johnston A, 1) Bell T, 2) McGregor D, 1) Burwitz L 1) Manchester Metropolitan
University, 2) Keele University
 AN INVESTIGATION INTO THE TRANSFER OF TACTICAL UNDERSTANDING IN TEAM
INVASION GAMES Gray S University of Edinburgh
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SESSION 3 16.30HRS – 18.00HRS THURSDAY
Room: Wardlaw Room A Research Methodology Session
 CRITICISMS OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH IN THE 1990S Oancea A, University of Oxford
 INVESTIGATING INTERACTIVE DECISION-MAKING: THE USE OF STIMULATED RECALL
PROCEDURES TO PROMOTE REFLECTIVE PRACTICE Walsh S, Neil P, Queen's University
Belfast
 TOO GOOD TO BE FALSE? THE ETHICS OF BELIEF AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH Hammersley M., The Open University
 RESEARCH AS A RESOURCE TO EDUCATE AND DEVELOP BEST PRACTICE :EVIDENCE
FROM THE SUPPORTING BEREAVED YOUNG PEOPLE PROJECT (12-18 YEARS) Edwards L,
SCRE Centre, University OF Glasgow
Room: Chemistry C107 School Improvement Session
 ENHANCING STUDENT SELF-ASSESSMENT COMPETENCIES THROUGH ACADEMIC
PORTFOLIOS AND STUDENT-LED PARENT CONFERENCES Camic P, 2) Cafasso L 1)
Columbia College Chicago, 2) Concordia University
 COMPLEXITY THEORY AND SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT - SOME CONNECTIONS AND
INSIGHTS Cunningham R, Torfaen County Borough Council
 THE EFFECTS OF CURRICULAR CHANGE IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION ON STUDENT'S
ATTAINMENT AND WELL-BEING. 1). McAlinden T, 2). Stratton G, 3). Fairclough S 4). Walsh B, 5).
Bousfield P 1). LJMU, 2). LJMU, 3). LJMU, 4). LJMU 5). Park High Specialist Sports College
 A STUDY ON SCHOOL, FAMILY AND COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIP FOCUSING ON THE
IMPACT ON CHILDREN Tomoko K, University of Osaka
Room: BUSINESS SCHOOL G13 Social Justice Session
 NO DISCRIMINATION ON THE BASIS OF IRRELEVANT QUALIFICATIONS. Walford G,
University of Oxford
 'BRUTAL AND STINKING' AND 'DIFFICULT TO HANDLE': THE HISTORICAL AND
CONTEMPORARY MANIFESTATIONS OF RACIALISATION, INSTITUTIONAL RACISM, AND
SCHOOLING IN BRITAIN? Cole M, University of Brighton
 BUILDING THE DEMOCRATIC CAPABILITIES: INSIGHTS FROM THE WORKS OF MARTHA
NUSSBAUM, AMARTYA SEN, AND MICHEL FOUCAULT FOR POLITICAL EDUCATION' Olssen
M, University of Surrey
Room: Maths M114 Sexualities Session
 FROM THEORY AND RESEARCH TO EDUCATIONAL SERVICE - THE EXPERIENCE OF
DISSEMINATING A RESEARCH-BASED SEX AND RELATIONSHIPS EDUCATION
PROGRAMME Rees JB, Universities of Plymouth and Exeter
 MEASURING EFFECTIVENESS?  METHODOLOGICAL DILEMMAS IN RESEARCHING A SEX
EDUCATION INTERVENTION Kidger J, University of Bristol
 WORKING WITH UN/CERTAINTY IN SEXUALITIES RESEARCH. Frankham J,   University of
Manchester
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SESSION 4 09.00HRS – 10.30HRS FRIDAY
Room: Lecture Theatre 3 British Society for Research into Learning Mathematics Collective
MATHEMATICS IN THE POST 16 CURRICULUM: ATTITUDES, IDENTITIES AND PRACTICES
Convenor: McNamara O University of Manchester
Presenters: 1) Brown M, 2) Rodd M, 3) Mendick H, 4) Wake G, 4) Haworth A
1) King's College London, 2) University of Leeds, 3) Goldsmith College, University of London, 4)
University of Manchester.
Discussant: Williams J University of Manchester
Room: Lecture Theatre 1 Higher Education Collective
WIDENING ACCESS TO HIGHER EDUCATION: DISCOURSES OF INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION
Convenor: Riddell S Strathclyde Centre for Disability Research
Presenters: 1) Tett L, 2) Reay D, 3) Fuller M, 3) Bradley A, 3) Healey M, 4) Riddell S, 1) Tinklin T, 4) Wilson
A
1) University of Edinburgh, 2) London Metropolitan University, 3) University of Gloucestershire,
4) University of Glasgow
Discussant: Darmanin M University of Malta
Room: Wardlaw B Room Language and Literacy Collective
TEXTS, MYTHS, INDIGENOUS PEOPLE : (RE) READING AND (RE) WRITING.
Convenor: Stephens C, Te Whare Wananga o Awanuiarangi
Presenters: Bargh M, Dr. Stephens C, Johnston P
Te Whare Wananga o Awanuiarangi, Whakatane, Aotearoa, New Zealand
Discussant: Johnston P Te Whare Wananga o Awanuiarangi
Room: Chemistry C109 Learning in the Professions Collective
SYSTEMATIC LITERATURE REVIEWS TO SUPPORT EVEIDENCE INFORMED INITIAL TEACHER
TRAINING
Convenor: Leask M, TTA
Presenters: 1) Leask M, 2) Totterdell M, 3) Parker-Jenkin M, 2) Gough D, 4) Bennett J, 4) Hogarth S, 4)
Lubben F
1) TTA, 2) Institute of Education London, 3) University of Derby, 4) University of York
Discussant: Leask M TTA
Room: Bruce Room B Non-SIG Collective
THE CHANGING NATURE OF SCHOOL MIDDLE LEADERSHIP
Convenor: Bennett N The Open University
Presenters: 1) Bennett N,  2) Harvey J, 3) Wise C,  4) Woods P, 5) Economou A, 6) Newton W, 7) Marr A,
8) MacDonald-Pearce P
1) The Open University 2) University of Gloucestershire 3) 4) 5) 6) 7) The Open University
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SESSION 4 09.00HRS – 10.30HRS FRIDAY
Room: Physics P113 Non-SIG Collective
EVALUATION OF THE DEPARTMENT FOR EDUCATION AND SKILLS' BEHAVIOUR IMPROVEMENT
PROGRAMME
This collective will take place over Session 4 and 5
Convenor: Hallam S Institute of Education, University of London
Presenters: 1) Hallam S, 2) Hughes A, 3) Castle F, 4) Rogers L
1) Institute of Education, University of London,  2)  DfES, 3) Institute of Education, University of
London,  4) Institute of Education, University of London
Discussant: Parsons C, Christ Church University College and Evans J Institute of Education, University of
London
Room: Physics P114 Non-SIG Collective
POPPER'S PHILOSOPHY: SOME IMPLICATIONS FOR SCHOOLS
Convenor: Halliday JS, University of Strathclyde
Presenters: 1) Burgess T, 2) Halliday J, 3) Swann J
1) University of East London, 2) University of Strathclyde, 3) King's College London
Discussant: Davis A, University of Durham
Room: MECH & CHEM ME 101 Non-SIG Collective
PROFESSIONAL VALUES AND PRACTICE AS AN ISSUE IN QUALIFYING TO TEACH
Convenor: Kinchin G, University of Southampton
Presenters: 1) Kinchin GD & Jones K, 2) Oldham J 2) Cole M
1) University of Southampton, 2) University of Brighton
Discussant: Cole M University of Brighton
Room: Maths M114 Non-SIG Collective
SPATIALISING EDUCATION
This collective will take place over Session 4 and 5
Convenor: Paechter C, Goldsmiths University of London
Presenters: Nespor J, Virginia Tech, Jackin H, University of Cape Town, Paechter C, Goldsmiths, University
of London, McGregor J, The Open University Tamboukou M, University of East London,
Welland T, City University
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Room: Cedar Room Non-SIG Collective
PEER LEARNING: MODELS OF PRACTICE IN INITIAL TEACHER EDUCATION
Convenor: Sorensen P, University of Nottingham
Presenters: 1) Sorensen P, 2) Sears J, 3) Hoult E, 4) Katene W, 4) Faulkner G, 5) Johnson S
1) University of Nottingham, 2) University College Worcester, 3) Canterbury Christ Church
University College, 4) University of Exeter, 5) King's College, London
Discussant: Childs A, University of Oxford
Room: Bruce Room A Non-SIG Collective
CURRENT ISSUES IN THE EDUCATION OF GIFTED AND TALENTED PUPILS
Convenor: Winstanley C, Roehampton University of Surrey
Presenters: 1) Winstanley C, 2) Smith R, 3) Richards A, 4) Hand MJ
1) Roehampton, University of Surrey, 2) DFES, 3) Science Museum, London, 4) Institute of
Education, University of London
Discussant: Dracup T, DfES
Room: Lecture Theatre 2 Non-SIG Collective
TOWARDS RESEARCHING SCHOOLS: CONDITIONS FOR USEFUL EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH IN A
SCHOOLS-UNIVERSITY PARTNERSHIP
Convenor: McLaughlin C and Black-Hawkins K University of Cambridge
Presenters: 1) Black-Hawkins K, 2) Brindley S, 3) Clayton C,  4) Jones D,  5) McLaughlin C,  6) Purvis R, 7)
Richards J,  8) Worrall N
1) University of Cambridge, 2) University of Cambridge, 3) University of Cambridge and Arthur
Mellows Village College, 4) University of Cambridge and St Ivo School, 5) University of
Cambridge, 6) University of Cambridge and Chesterton Community College, 7) University of
Cambridge and Sharnbrook Upper School, 8) University of Cambridge and Queen Elizabeth's
Girls' School
Discussant: Cordingley P, CUREE (Centre for the Use of Research and Evidence in Education)
Room: Wardlaw A Room Research Methodology Collective
ETHICAL CODES, PRINCIPLES AND RULES
Convenor: Bridges D, University of East Anglia
Presenters: 1) Bridges D, 2) Gardner J, 3) McNamee M
1) University of East Anglia  2) Queens University Belfast  3) University of Gloucestershire
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Room: Chemistry C107 Assessment Session
 FRACTIONS: DO STUDENTS UNDERSTAND FRACTIONS OR DO THEY RELY ON RULES OR
PROCEDURES? Pearn C, Catholic Education Office, Melbourne
 HOW CAN NVQ ASSESSORS' JUDGEMENTS BE STANDARDISED?. Greatorex J, Shannon M,
UCLES
 'WHAT HAPPENED TO LIMEN REFERENCING?  AN EXPLORATION OF HOW THE AWARDING
OF PUBLIC EXAMINATIONS HAS BEEN AND MIGHT BE CONCEPTUALISED' Greatorex J,
UCLES
 USING IT TO ASSESS PUPILS WITH SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL NEEDS IN MATHEMATICS.
Cowan P, Queen's University Belfast
Room: Maths M112 Creativity in Education Session
 CHILDREN'S CREATIVE THINKING: MODELS AND METAPHORS FOR THINKING ABOUT
CREATIVITY IN EDUCATION Burnard P, University of Cambridge
 FOSTERING MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES: SOCRATIC APPROACH Latif A, Georgian Court
College
 CREATIVITY AND TECHNOLOGY IN THE SOUTH AFRICAN CURRICULUM. Craft A, Jeffrey B,
Open University
Room: Maths M113 Comparative and International Education Session
 RURAL COMMUNITIES AND GLOBALIZATION OF EDUCATION Myrdal S, Iceland University of
Education
 NATIONAL IDENTITY, CITIZENSHIP AND THE COMMERCIALIZATION OF PUBLIC
EDUCATION: A NEW ZEALAND PERSPECTIVE Codd J, Massey University
 THE GLOBALISATION AND REGIONALISATION OF HIGHER EDUCATION:  JAPAN'S
STUDENT EXCHANGE POLICY IN EAST ASIA Tsuruta Y, University of Oxford
 INVESTING IN GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP: A REPORT ON THE KWATHU PROJECT 1) Watts M, 2)
Ridley B 1) University of Cambridge, 2) University of East Anglia
Room: MECH & CHEM ME 103 Higher Education Session
 FROM COMMODITY TO ACTIVITY: AN ACTIVITY SYSTEM BASED APPROACH TO
GRADUATE EMPLOYABILITY. Lent N, Lancaster University
 STUDENT EXPECTATIONS - HOW DO WE MEASURE UP? Tricker AR, Sheffield Hallam
University
 THE EMPLOYABILITY OF FIRST CLASS GRADUATES Smetherham C, Cardiff University
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Room: Chemistry C110 Inclusive Education Session
 A SIMPLE START- A POTENTIAL USE OF SIMPLIFIED ENGLISH MATERIALS IN THE
INCLUSIVE CLASSROOM Rix J, Open University
 PATTERNS OF SUPPORT FOR PUPILS WITH LEARNING DIFFICULITIES: WHAT WORKS FOR
CHILDREN WITH DOWN SYNDROME? Fox S, University of Manchester
 EARLY INTERVENTION AND INCLUSIVE EDUCATION: RAISING STANDARDS OF LITERACY
IN THE EARLY YEARS? Paige-Smith A, The Open University
Room: Oak Room Leading and Managing Schools and Colleges Session
 A STUDY ON LEADERSHIP IN INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS IN NIGERIA AND ENGLAND Otunla
YA, Manchester Metropolitan University.
 DO SCHOOL CLIMATE AND HEAD TEACHER LEADERSHIP AFFECT PUPIL ATTAINMENT?
EVIDENCE FROM A SAMPLE OF ENGLISH SECONDARY SCHOOLS 1) Levacic R, 1) Steele F,
1) Smees R, 1) Institute Of Education University Of London 2) Malmberg L, 2) Oxford Institute Of
Education
 SCHOOL LEADERSHIP:  WHAT DO PRACTITIONERS THINK ? Preedy M, Kydd L, The Open
University
 CHANGING THEIR MINDS: EXAMINING THE LEARNING OF ASPIRING HEADTEACHERS 1)
Reeves J, 1) Turner E, 1)  Morris B, 2) Forde C, 1) University of Stirling, 2) University of Glasgow
Room: Chemistry C108 Learning in the Professions Session
 SUCCESSFUL ASSOCIATE TEACHERS: BELIEFS, ATTITUDES AND PRACTICES WITHIN A
NEW ZEALAND CONTEXT McDonald L, Auckland College of Education
 TOWARDS THE LEARNING PROFESSION 1) Anderson J, 2) Wood D, 1) University of Bristol/
ESCalate, 2) Oxford Brookes University/ ESCalate
 MOVE ME ON: CASE STUDIES IN STUDENT-TEACHER DEVELOPMENT Turner-Bisset R, Revitt
S, University of Hertfordshire
 THE RISE AND FALL OF BEST PRACTICE RESEARCH SCHOLARSHIPS (BPRS): LESSONS
FOR CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 1) Smith I., 2) Coombs S, 3) Penny R, 1)
University of Sydney, Australia, 2) Bath Spa University College, 3) St. Mary's College, University of
Surrey
Room: Maths M213 Mixed Session
 WHAT CAN THE 2001 RAE TELL US ABOUT EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH? Rushforth K, Smith
E, Gorard S, Taylor C, White P, Cardiff University School of Social Sciences
 BUT ALL THE WRONG PEOPLE ARE HERE…: THE NEW PUBLIC LIFE, ITS WIRED
COMMUNITIES, AND THE CREATION OF  EDUCATION POLICY IN A DIGITAL AGE Galvin C,
University College Dublin, Ireland
 META-ANALYSIS AND QUALITATIVE DATA: INSIGHTS FORM THE HISTORY OF
PROBABILITY Godfrey R, Canterbury Christ Church University College
 SUPPORTING POLICY WITH EVIDENCE:  CHALLENGES AND POSSIBILITIES Saunders L,
General Teaching Council for England
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Room: Maths M214 New Technologies in Education Session
 CONSTRUCTING A COMMUNITY OF DOCTORAL STUDENTS: REAL CHALLENGES AND
OPPORTUNITIES IN A VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT Barrett E, Sheffield Hallam University
 COMPUTER-MEDIATED COMMUNICATION IN TEACHERS' PROFESSIONAL LEARNING
Pachler N,  Daly C, London University Institute of Education
 WHAT ARE THE INHERENT AFFORDANCES OF INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION
TECHNOLOGIES? 1) Conole GG, Dyke M. 2) Ravenscroft A, 1) University of Southampton, 2)
London Metropolitan University
 DEFINING AN EMERGING LEARNING TECHNOLOGY COMMUNITY OF PRACTICE 1) Conole
GG, 2) Ingraham B, 3) Cook J, 1) University of Southampton, 2) Univeristy of Teeside 3) London
Metropolitan University
Room: Beech Room Post Compulsory Education and Training/Lifelong Learning Session
 LEARNING, NARRATIVE & MAKING SENSE: STUDIES OF CHANGE IN THE WORKPLACE
Reissner SC, University of Durham
 SMALL FIRMS AND UNIVERSITIES: THE SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION OF A TRAINING MARKET
Bishop D, Cardiff University
 IN SEARCH OF ORGANISATIONAL LEARNING 1) Boreham N, 2) Morgan C, 1) University of
Stirling, 2) University of Manchester
Room: MECH & CHEM ME 136 Physical Education and Sport Pedagogy Session
 EXAMINING SCHOOL-AGED STUDENTS' EXPERIENCES OF SPORT EDUCATION THROUGH
DRAWINGS 1) MacPhail A, 2) Kinchin G.  1) University of Limerick, 2) University of Southampton
 NEGOTIATING POPULATITY: AN ETHNOGRAPHIC EXPLORATION OF SOCIAL MOTIVATION
IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION O'Donovan TM,  Loughborough University
 DEVELOPMENT OF A COMPUTER BASED BEHAVIOURAL MEASURE OF MOTIVATIONAL
CLIMATE IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION 1) Morgan K, 2)Sproule J, 3) Weigand D, 4) Carpenter P
1)University of Wales Institute Cardiff, 2) Edinburgh University, 3) University College Northampton,
4) Northern Illinois University
Room: Physics P115 Science Education Session
 INTERPRETING SCIENCE DATA:CHILDREN'S PERCEPTIONS OF SUCCESS Gompertz B,
University of Exeter
 CAN ON-LINE DISCUSSION OF SCHOOL SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS BRING SCHOOL
SCIENCE TO EPISTEMOLOGICAL LIFE? Fullick PL, University of Southampton
 FOSTERING CREATIVITY THROUGH SCIENCE EDUCATION: A CASE FOR INVESTIGATIVE
PRACTICAL WORK Haigh M, Auckland College of Education
 PUPIL ATTRIBUTES AND THE ASSESSMENT OF PERFORMANCE IN PRACTICAL SCIENCE
Gott R and Roberts R, University of Durham
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Room: BUSINESS SCHOOL G13 Social Justice Session
 TOGETHER WE LEARN TO READ AND WRITE - AND WHAT ELSE?  RE-POSITIONING
GENDER IN EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH Gill J, University of South Australia
 MARGINALISED IN THE SYSTEM: THE IMPACT OF AGE, DISABILITY, ETHNICITY  AND
GENDER ON TEACHERS'  CAREERS 1) Powney J, 2) Mirza H, 1) Ex- Scottish Council for
Research in Education, 2) Middlesex University
 BOARDS OF TRUSTEES' SELECTION PRACTICES OF PRINCIPALS IN NEW ZEALAND
PRIMARY SCHOOLS: WILL THE FUTURE BE FEMALE? Brooking K, Massey University, New
Zealand and Deakin University, Australia
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Room: Lecture Theatre 3 British Society for Research into Learning Mathematics Collective
IMPLEMENTING NATIONAL STRATEGIES ACROSS PHASES
Convenor: McNamara O, University of Manchester
Presenters: 1) Brown M, 1) Venkatakrishnan, 2) Corbin B, 3) McNamara O, 4) Coben D, 5) Tomlin A, 5)
Swain J
1) King's College London, 2) Manchester Metropolitan University, 3) University of Manchester,
4) NRDC and University of Nottingham, 5) King's College London,
Discussant: McNamara O, University of Manchester
Room: Lecture Theatre 2 Early Childhood Education Collective
GENDER ISSUES IN EARLY CHILDHOOD CARE AND EDUCATION
Convenor: Osgood J, IPSE, London Metropolitan University
Presenters: Osgood J, Pound L, Holland P
London Metropolitan University
Discussant: Pound L, London Metropolitan University
Room: Lecture Theatre 1 Higher Education Collective
IMPROVING TEACHING AND LEARNING IN HE: THE IMPACT OF ESCALATE SMALL GRANT
AWARDS
This collective will take place over Session 5 and 6
Convenor: Harrison C University of Nottingham
Presenters: 1) Swanson A, 2) Mason C, Moir R, 1) 2) Munro K, 3) Ross D, 1) Parsons R, 4) Holmes A, 5)
Rhodes S 6) Jones C, 7) Klenowski V, 8) Elwood J, 9) Thomas S, 10) Chilvers G, 11) Roberts
G, 10) Twidle J, 12) Childs A, 13) Dussart M, 14) Godwin J, 15) Sorensen P
1) University of Dundee, 2) University of St Andrews, 3) University of Abertay, 4) University of
Hull, 5), University of Essex 6) University of Liverpool, 7) IoE University of London, 8) Queen's
University Belfast, 9) University of Bristol, 10) Loughborough University, 11) University of
Bangor, 12) Oxford University, 13) Canterbury Christ Church University College, 14) Nottingham
Trent University, 15) University of Nottingham
Discussant: Harrison C, University of Nottingham
Room: Chemistry C109 Learning in the Professions Collective
THE NATIONAL ITT PARTNERSHIP PROJECT
Convenor: Spooner W, TTA
Presenters: 1) Edwards J, 2) Gould H, 3) Bacon E, 4) Fleetham D, 5)  Shovlin G, 6) Thomas M, 7) Bolden
D, 8) Lewis T, 9) Butcher J, 10) Daus KJ, 11) Moss J, 12) Mutton T, 13) Sinka I, 14) Stuart J, 15)
Wilson V
1) Yorkshire Museums, Libraries and Archives Council (YMLAC) 2) Campaign for Learning in
Museums and Galleries (CLMG) 3) Bishop Grosseteste College  4) University of Sunderland 5)
St Aidan's School, Sunderland 6) Hetton School, Sunderland 7) Northumbria University 8) TTA
9) Open University: South 10)Canterbury Christ Church University 11)Canterbury Christ Church
University 12) Oxford University 13) Open University: South 14) University of Sussex 15)
University of Brighton and Canterbury Christ Church University
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Room: Physics P113 Non-SIG Collective
EVALUATION OF THE DEPARTMENT FOR EDUCATION AND SKILLS' BEHAVIOUR IMPROVEMENT
PROGRAMME
This collective will take place over Session 4 and 5
Convenor: Hallam S, Institute of Education, University of London
Presenters: 1) Hallam S, 2) Hughes A, 3) Castle F, 4) Rogers L
1) Institute of Education, University of London,  2)  DfES, 3) Institute of Education, University of
London,  4) Institute of Education, University of London
Discussant: Parsons C, Christ Church University College and Evans J Institute of Education, University of
London
Room: Bruce Room B Non-SIG Collective
TEMPORARY TEACHERS
Convenor: Hutchings M, London Metropolitan University
Presenters: 1) Maylor U, 1) Ross A, 1) Hutchings M, 2) Menter I, 2) Holligan C, 2) Seagraves L
1) London Metropolitan University, 2) University of Paisley
Room: Maths M114 Non-SIG Collective
SPATIALISING EDUCATION
This collective will take place over Session 4 and 5
Convenor: Paechter C Goldsmiths University of London
Presenters: Nespor J, Virginia Tech, Jackin H. University of Cape Town, Paechter C, Goldsmiths University
of London, McGregor J, The Open University, Tamboukou M, University of East London,
Welland T, City University
Room: Cedar Room Non-SIG Collective
LEARNING HOW TO LEARN: MORE THAN JUST STUDY SKILLS?
Convenor: Swann J, King's College London
Presenters: 1) Black P, 2) Deakin-Crick R, 3) Greany T, 4) Higgins S, 5) Swann J, 6) Wiliam D
1) King's College London, 2) University of Bristol, 3) Campaign for Learning, 4) University of
Newcastle, 5) King's College London, 6) King's College London
Discussant: Burgess T, University of East London
Room: Wardlaw A Room Research Methodology Collective
THE ETHICS OF CONSENT
Convenor: De Ruyter DJ, University of Glasgow
Presenters: 1) De Ruyter DJ, 2) Head G, 3) Vaughan M
1) University of Glasgow, 2) University of Glasgow, 3) St. Helen's Primary School
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Room: Physics P114 School Improvement Collective
VARIATIONS IN TEACHERS ' WORK AND LIVES AND THEIR EFFECTS ON PUPILS (VITAE)
Convenor: Sebba J, Department for Education and Skills
Presenters: Day CW, Hadfield M, Kington A, Lee T, University of Nottingham, Sammons P, Stobart G,
Mujtaba T, Institute of Education, University of London
Discussant: Saunders L, General Teaching Council for England
Room: Maths M213 Creativity in Education Discussion
COLLABORATING OVER THE FUTURE OF RESEARCH FUNDING FOR CREATIVITY IN EDUCATION
Jeffery B, The Open University
Room: Chemistry C107 Assessment Session
 SEX DIFFERENCES IN COGNITIVE ABILITIES TEST SCORES: A NATIONAL PICTURE Strand
S, NFER
 NEW ASSESSMENT PARADIGMS FOR LIFELONG LEARNING IN THE 21ST CENTURY 1)
Morgan D,  2) Robbins J 1) University of Exeter, 2) The Talent Centre
 DEVELOPING STUDENTS' CONCEPTIONS OF QUALITY IN GEOGRAPHY Davies P, 2) Durbin C
3) Dale J, 4) Clarke J, 1) Staffordshire University  2) Staffordshire LEA  3) St. John Fisher R.C. High
School 4) Cannock Chase High School
 PSYCHOSOCIAL ASSESSMENT OF HOME-EDUCATED CHILDREN Rothermel PJ, University of
Durham
Room: Maths M113 Comparative and International Education Session
 IS IT IMPORTANT OR NOT? STUDENTS' BELIEFS AND ATTRIBUTION PATTERNS IN
PURSUIT OF ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AND TALENT PERFORMANCE IN A CHINESE
SOCIETY Wang H,  Fwu B, National Taiwan University
 LEARNING FROM RECENT NUMERACY INITIATIVES IN ENGLAND AND WALES Jones DV,
University of Wales Aberystwyth
 INTERPRETATIONS OF NATIONAL CURRICULA: THE CASE OF GEOMETRY IN JAPAN AND
THE UK 1) Fujita T, 2) Jones K, 1) University of Glasgow, 2) University of Southampton
 HOW DO QUALIFICATIONS SYSTEMS IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES ACT AS INCENTIVES OR
DISINCENTIVES TO LIFELONG LEARNING? Coles M, Qualifications and Curriculum Authority
Room: MECH & CHEM ME 103 Higher Education Session
 FACTORS INFLUENCING THE PEDAGOGIC DEVELOPMENT OF NOVICE UNIVERSITY
LECTURERS: FINDINGS FROM RESEARCH Pickering AM, University of Brighton
 A STUDY OF THE EXPERIENCES OF PRACTITIONER-RESEARCHERS IN HIGHER
EDUCATION: THE POSSIBILITIES FOR HYBRID METHODOLOGIES IN PEDAGOGIC
RESEARCH Stierer B, Antoniou M, University of Brighton
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Room: Chemistry C110 Inclusive Education Session
 IDENTITY AND CITIZENSHIP: A CONTRADICTION IN PRACTICE? Garratt DD, Piper HJ,
Manchester Metropolitan University
 CLOSER TO THE BONE: FACING THE CHALLENGES OF PERSONAL EDUCATION AT KS3
Leitch R, Kilpatrick R, Mitchell S, Queen's University Belfast
Room: Wardlaw Room B Language and Literacy Session
 ACCURACY IN KEY STAGE 3 WRITING: A CASE STUDY OF WRITING IN A MIXED
SECONDARY SCHOOL Cajkler W, Comber C, University of Leicester
 ARE THE NATIONAL LITERACY STRATEGY OBJECTIVES FOR WRITING REALISTIC? AN
ANALYSIS OF YEAR 6 CHILDREN'S UNDERSTANDING OF GRAMMATICAL PUNCTUATION.
Wassouf C, Manchester Metropolitan University
 WHAT A DIFFERENCE TWO YEARS MAKES…OR DOES IT?WHAT DO CHILDREN REALLY
LEARN ABOUT THE APOSTROPHE IN PRIMARY SCHOOL? Sing S, The Manchester
Metropolitan University
 POLITICAL STRUGGLES OVER READING STANDARDS:  EXAMINING THE BULLOCK
REPORT AND ITS LEGACY 1) Openshaw R,  2) Soler J, 1) Massey University,  2)  The Open
University
Room: Oak Room Leading and Managing Schools and Colleges Session
 CENTRAL POLICY, PRINCIPALSHIP AND TYPES OF COMMUNITY BUILDING IN SMALL
SCHOOLS Collins G, Massey University
 MANAGING CHANGE:WHERE IS THE DIALECTIC? 1) Forde C, 2) Reeves J, 1) University of
Glasgow, 2) University of Glasgow.
 MODERNISING THE SCHOOL WORKFORCE: DEVELOPING PERSPECTIVES Thomas H, Brown
C, Butt G, Gunter H, Lance A, Rayner S, University of Birmingham.
 EDUCATION MANAGEMENT IN MANAGERIALIST TIMES: EXPLORING THE PROBLEM OF
TEXTUAL APOLOGISM 1)Thrupp M, 2) Willmott R, 1) King's College London  2) University of Bath
Room: BUSINESS SCHOOL G20 Learning in the Professions Session
 THE CONCEPTIONS ON THE UPGRADING OF THE EDUCATION OF ICELANDIC
ELEMENTARY  SCHOOL TEACHERS TO UNIVERSITY  LEVEL: ABSTRACT SPECIAL
KNOWLEDGE, STATUS OR WHAT? Johannsdottir G, Iceland University of Education
 BETWEEN THE CHALKFACE AND THE IVORY TOWERS? TEACHER EDUCATOR
PROFESSIONALISM IN THE ENGLISH UNIVERSITY SECTOR Murray J, Brunel University
 TEACHER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT: A PORTFOLIO APPROACH Pinder H, Turnbull M,
Auckland College of Education
 DEVELOPING AN ETHOS AND UNDERSTANDING OF VIOLENCE IN SCHOOLS WITHIN
INITIAL TEACHER TRAINING (ITT) Shaughnessy J; Jennifer D, University of Surrey Roehampton
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Room: Chemistry C108 Learning in the Professions Session
 A CITIZENSHIP AWARD: INSIGHTS INTO PROFESSIONAL ISSUES AND IDENTITY Shallcross
T, Garratt D, MMU
 TEACHERS' EXPERIENCES OF PROFESSIONAL LEARNING Kelly P, Lee C, University of
Plymouth
 TAKING CONTROL: ENGLISH TEACHERS AS RESEARCHERS Brindley S, University of
Cambridge
 I WANT TO TEACH A NEW GENERATION WHO WILL HELP MY COUNTRY DEVELOP: THE
ROLE OF EMIRATI STUDENT TEACHERS AS AGENTS OF CHANGE Harold B, 2) McNally P,
Zayed University
Room: MECH & CHEM ME 101 Mixed Session
 GTP TRAINING - IS ADEQUATE GOOD ENOUGH?. Brookes W, University of Reading Institute of
Education
 HOW DO TRAINEE TEACHERS ‘GET BETTER’ AT ICT, AND WHAT DOES IT MEAN, ‘TO GET
BETTER’ AT ICT? Haydn T, University of East Anglia
 TRAINING TEACHERS TO PROTECT Baginsky M, National Society for Prevention of Cruelty to
Children (NSPCC)
 OPPORTUNITIES WITHIN CITIZENSHIP INITIAL TEACHER EDUCATION 1) Parry J, 2) Lingard J,
3) Marsh D, 1) University of Sussex 2) William Parker School, Hastings 3) Littlehampton Community
College
Room: Bruce Room A Mixed Session
 WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE A TEACHER? STUDENT TEACHERS VIEWS' ON TEACHING AS
A CAREER. Flores M, University of Minho
 PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT: CASE STUDIES OF TEACHERS Haynes G, Chamberlin R,
Wragg E, Wragg C, University of Exeter
 TEACHING IN A POST-PROFESSIONAL SOCIETY:  IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHERS AS
EDUCATORS Bates D, University of Limerick
 PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT  AND PERFORMANCE-RELATED PAY: HEADTEACHERS'
PERSPECTIVES Wragg C, Wragg E, Haynes G,  Chamberlin R,  University of Exeter
Room: Maths M112 Mixed Session
 INCLUSION IN THE COMMUNITY: VARIATIONS ON A THEME Blandford S, Canterbury Christ
Church University College
 TRANSFERABLE SKILLS IN AN UNLIKELY AREA Fulton J, University of Sunderland
 SCIENCE SUBJECT KNOWLEDGE AS A PROBLEM FOR SCIENCE TEACHERS: LEGITIMATE
DISCOURSE IN PRACTITIONER INQUIRY? Heywood DS, Manchester Metropolitan University
Institute of Education
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Room: Maths M214 New Technologies in Education Session
 IMBUING VALUES AND CREATING A SENSE OF PERSONAL IDENTITY IN AN ONLINE
LEARNING ENVIRONMENT Holland C, Mulcahy C, Dublin City University
 LEARNING PARTNERSHIPS - THE ART OF HANDLING AMBIGUITY Meaney P, University of
Exeter
 LEARNING AND TEACHING WITH ICT IN ICELAND - EXPANDING OPPORTUNITIES IN
TEACHER EDUCATION Johannsdottir T, Iceland University of Education
Room: Beech Room Post Compulsory Education and Training/Lifelong Learning Session
 EMPLOYER AND NEEDS-LEAD CURRICULUM PLANNING IN HE- A CROSS-SECTOR CASE
STUDY OF FOUNDATION DEGREE DEVELOPMENT Foskett R, University of Southampton
 EMERGENT MODELS OF MODERN APPRENTICESHIP IN SCOTLAND Canning R, University of
Stirling
 SOLT: SUPPORTING ONLINE LEARNING AND TEACHING IN EUROPE Pye J, University of
Exeter
Room: MECH & CHEM ME 136 Physical Education and Sport Pedagogy Session
 A LONGITUDINAL STUDY TO ASCERTAIN THE FACTORS THAT IMPACT ON THE
CONFIDENCE OF UNDERGRADUATE PHYSICAL EDUCATION (PE) STUDENTS TO TEACH
CREATIVE DANCE IN SCOTTISH SCHOOLS Maclean J, University of Edinburgh
 THE STUDENT- SCHOOL -TUTOR TRIAD: THE CHANGING FACE OF PARTNERSHIP IN
PHYSICAL EDUCATION (PIPE) Mulholland R, University of Edinburgh
 INTERRROGATING THE GENDERED SPACES OF THE PRIMARY SCHOOL PLAYGROUND
O'Donovan TM,  Loughborough University
 CRITICAL REFLECTIONS ON PARTNERSHIPS FOR ACTION IN PE Brennan P, University
College Northampton
Room: Physics P115 Science Education Session
 CONCEPTUAL CHALLENGE IN PRIMARY SCIENCE FOR YEAR 6 PUPILS Coates D, Mant J,
Wilson H, Oxford Brookes University
 THE IMPACT OF CO-TEACHING BETWEEN SCIENCE STUDENT TEACHERS AND PRIMARY
CLASSROOM TEACHERS ON CHILDREN'S ENJOYMENT AND LEARNING OF SCIENCE AND
STUDENT TEACHER CONFIDENCE 1) Murphy C, 2) Beggs J, 1) Carlisle K, 1) Queen's University,
Belfast 2) St Mary's University College, Belfast
 DEVELOPING PRIMARY TEACHERS' CONFIDENCE IN USING CONSTRUCTIVIST
APPROACHES IN SCIENCE AND ITS IMPACT ON CHILDREN'S UNDERSTANDING AND
ATTAINMENT Porter JA,  Harwood PJ, Liverpool John Moores University
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Room: BUSINESS SCHOOL G13 Social Justice Session
 ASKING HARD QUESTIONS: MATHEMATICS AND THE PRIMARY TEACHER Bibby T, King's
College, London
 PROMOTING SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT THROUGH WHOLE SCHOOL APPROACHES:
AN INTERCULTURAL AND INTERCONTINENTAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
1) Shallcross A, 1) Robinson J, 2) Loubser C, 3) O'Donoghue R, 3) Lotz Sisitka H 1) Manchester
Metropolitan University, 2) Manchester Metropolitan University, 3) Rhodes University, SA
 RESEARCHING HOME AND SCHOOL NUMERACY PRACTICES IN THE EARLY YEARS. 1)
Baker D, 2) Street B, 2) Tomlin A, 1) University of Brighton 2)  Kings College London
 DEEP IMPACT: USING ICT TO TRANSFORM THE PEDAGOGIC KNOWLEDGE AND PRACTICE
OF TEACHERS IN THE GLOBAL SOUTH Leach J, Power T, Patel R, Open University.
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POSTER 12.30HRS – 13.30HRS FRIDAY
Room – James Watt 1 POSTERS
1. NEW FORMS OF PROFESSIONAL KNOWLEDGE AND PRACTICE IN MULTI-AGENCY
SERVICES Anning A, Cottrell D, Frost N, Green J, Robinson M, University of Leeds
2. THE EDUCATION OF NEWLY ARRIVED CHILDREN FROM MAINLAND CHINA IN HONG KONG
Cheung K, Hong Kong Institution of Education
3. EVOLUTION AND THE STRUCTURE OF HUMAN SEXUALITY: HOW DIFFERENT SEXUALITIES
ARISE AND WHY THEY ARE NATURAL Hewitt J, Freelance author
4. WHAT IS PSE? Olusoga Y, Bradford College
5. 'I LIVE WITH A FRIEND FROM COLLEGE': A POSTER PRESENTING DATA AND ANALYSIS OF
UK RESEARCH ON THE EXPERIENCE OF LESBIAN EDUCATORS. Gibbons CA, University of
Nottingham
6. SUPPLY TEACHERS AS MARGINAL MEMBERS? A CASE STUDY IN TAIWAN Chen H-J,
University of Cambridge
7. GENDER CAREER DIFFERENTIATION: A CASE STUDY IN A TAIWANESE PRIMARY SCHOOL
Chen H-J, University of Cambridge
8. CREATIVITY AND ITS ASSESSMENT: SOME CONSIDERATIONS FROM EVOLUTIONARY
PSYCHOLOGY Doyle MP
9. STRUCTURAL EQUIVALENCE OF VOCATIONAL INTERESTS ACROSS GENDER:
DIFFERENTIAL ITEM FUNCTIONING IN THE STRONG INTEREST INVENTORY 1) Einarsdóttir S,
2) Rounds J, 1) Iceland University of Education, 2) University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana
10. EDUCATION SUPPORT PROGRAMMES FOR ROMANI CHILDREN IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC:
ITS EFFECTS AND THE ISSUES TO BE CONSIDERED Igarashi K, The Institute of Education,
University of London
11. THE CURIOUS CHILD: AN ANALYSIS OF PICASSO'S ART WORKS ON CHILDREN Latif A,
Georgian Court College
12. PRE-SERVICE ELEMENTARY TEACHERS' GEOMETRIC SUBJECT KNOWLEDGE AND THEIR
CLASSROOM PERFORMANCE Mooney C, Jones K, University of Southampton
13. THE ANALYSIS OF DRAWINGS FROM A SOCIO-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE: EMERGING
THEMES Ring K, York St John College
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SESSION 6 14.30HRS – 16.00HRS FRIDAY
Room: Lecture Theatre 3 British Society for Research into Learning Mathematics Collective
USING ICT TOOLS IN THE TEACHING AND LEARNING OF MATHEMATICS
Convenor: Ruthven K, University of Cambridge
Presenters: 1) Gage J, 1) Ruthven K, 2) Monaghan J
1) University of Cambridge,  2) University of Leeds
Discussant: Monaghan J, University of Leeds
Room: Maths M112 Creativity in Education Collective
CREATIVE LEARNING DEVELOPMENTS
Convenor: Jeffrey B The Open University
Presenters: 1) Jeffrey B, 2) Adams E, Lawlor T, Davies T.1) Craft
1)The Open University, 2) University of Jaén
Discussant: Henry J, The Open University
Room: Lecture Theatre 1 Higher Education Collective
IMPROVING TEACHING AND LEARNING IN HE: THE IMPACT OF ESCALATE SMALL GRANT
AWARDS
This collective will take place over Session 5 and 6
Convenor: Harrison C, University of Nottingham
Presenters: 1) Swanson A, 2) Mason C, Moir R, 1) 2) Munro K, 3) Ross D, 1) Parsons R, 4) Holmes A, 5)
Rhodes S, 6) Jones C, 7) Klenowski V, 8) Elwood J, 9) Thomas S, 10) Chilvers G, 11) Roberts
G, 10) Twidle J, 12) Childs A, 13) Dussart M, 14) Godwin J, 15) Sorensen P
1) University of Dundee, 2) University of St Andrews, 3) University of Abertay, 4) University of
Hull, 5), University of Essex 6) University of Liverpool, 7) IoE University of London, 8) Queen's
University Belfast, 9) University of Bristol, 10) Loughborough University, 11) University of
Bangor, 12) Oxford University, 13) Canterbury Christ Church University College, 14) Nottingham
Trent University, 15) University of Nottingham
Discussant: Harrison C, University of Nottingham
Room: Lecture Theatre 2 Higher Education Collective
BECOMING/ BEING ACADEMIC(S): WOMEN IN HIGHER EDUCATION
This collective will take place over Session 6 and 7
Convenor: Archer L, London Metropolitan University
Presenters: Raddon A, University of Warwick, Read B, London Metropolitan University, Leathwood C,
Archer L, London Metropolitan University, Skelton C, University of Newcastle, Marchbank J,
Coventry University, Cotterill P, Staffordshire University, Letherby G, Coventry University
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SESSION 6 14.30HRS – 16.00HRS FRIDAY
Room: Chemistry C110 Inclusive Education Collective
SOCIAL JUSTICE, DIVERSITY AND RESEARCH
Convenor: Leicester M, The University Of Nottingham
Presenters: 1) Leicester M, 2) Griffiths M, 2) Cotton T
1) The University of Nottingham, 2) Nottingham Trent University
Room: Chemistry C109 Learning in the Professions Collective
EVIDENCE BASED PRACTICE IN ITT AND BUILDING THE PROFESSIONAL KNOWLEDGE BASE
Convenor: Leask M, TTA
Presenters: 1) Leask M, 1) Foulds M, 1) White C, 2) Arthur J, 3) Davison J
1) TTA  2) Canterbury Christ Church University College  3) London Metropolitan University
Room: Chemistry C107 Non-SIG Collective
PUPIL VOICE AND SOCIAL CLASS
Convenor: Rudduck J, University of Cambridge
Presenters: 1) Reay D, 2) Arnot M, 2) Youdell D, 3) Fielding M 2) Rudduck J
1) London Metropolitan University, 2) University of Cambridge, 3) University of Sussex
Room: Maths M114 Non-SIG Collective
DIVERSITY PATHFINDERS - IS COLLABORATION A MORE POWERFUL STIMULUS TO SCHOOL
IMPROVEMENT THAN COMPETITION?
Convenor: Evans JM, London University Institute of Education
Presenters: 1) Levacic R, 1) Evans J, 1) Castle F, 2) Glatter R, 2) Woods P, 2) Cooper D
1) London University Institute of Education,  2) Open University
Discussant: Barnett MA, DfEE
Room: BUSINESS SCHOOL G20 Non-SIG Collective
URBAN CLASSROOMS, SUBJECT ENGLISH: MULTIMODAL PERSPECTIVES ON TEACHING AND
LEARNING
This collective will take place over Session 6 and 7
Convenor: Jewitt C, Institute of Education, University of London
Presenters: 1) Jewitt C,  2) Bourne J, 1) Franks A,  1) Hardcastle J,1) Kress G, 1) Reid E, 3)Jones K
1)Institute of Education, University of London, 2) University of Southampton, 3)University of
Keele
Discussant: Moss G, Institute of Education, University of London
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SESSION 6 14.30HRS – 16.00HRS FRIDAY
Room: Beech Post Compulsory Education and Training/Lifelong Learning Collective
CONTINUING PROFESIONAL DEVELOPMENT: RESEARCHING THE IMPACT AND EFFECTIVENESS
OF CPD
Convenor: Nichol JJ, International Professional Development Association, University of Exeter
Presenters: Bigger S, Burchell H, Davies R, Dean J, Field C, Harrison J, Lawson T, Levy R, Nichol J,
Preston M, Rees M, Turner Bisset R, Wortley A
1 IPDA, University College Canterbury 2 IPDA, University of Exeter 3 IPDA, University of
Hertfordshire  4 IPDA, University of Leicester 5  IPDA, University College, Chichester 6 IPDA,
Leeds Metropolitan University 7 IPDA, University College Worcester
Discussant: Bates T, International Professional Development Association
Room: MECH & CHEM ME 136 Physical Education and Sport Pedagogy
MAKING CONNECTIONS: ASSESSMENT FOR LEARNING IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Convenor: Frapwell A, University College Worcester
Presenters: 1) Frapwell A, 2) Kirk D, 3) Burkinshaw D, 4) Pearce L
1) University College Worcester, 2) Loughborough University, 3) Sheffield Hallam University, 4)
Wood Green Specialist Sports College
Discussant: Parsons J, HMI
Room: Wardlaw A Room Research Methodology
ETHICAL EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH: PRACTICES OF THE SELF
Convenor: Besley T
Presenters: Peters M, Besley T, Cadell C
University of Glasgow
Room: Maths M113 Comparative and International Education Session
 LESSONS FROM ELSEWHERE:  BORROWING  FOR INNOVATION? Ochs K, University of
Oxford
 PERSPECTIVES ON ACCOUNTABILITY: THEMES FROM ENGLAND, FRANCE AND
SCOTLAND 1) Pepin B, 2) Preedy M 1) Oxford Brookes University, 2) The Open University
 SCHOOL-BASED MANAGEMENT: THE MICROPOLITICAL INTERACTIONS AMONG THE
HEADTEACHER, DIRECTORS, TEACHERS AND PARENTS Chen H-J, University of Cambridge
 STAYING LOCAL, GOING GLOBAL: CHALLENGES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW
INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL Gray P, McPake J, University of Stirling
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SESSION 6 14.30HRS – 16.00HRS FRIDAY
Room: MECH & CHEM ME 103 Higher Education Session
 MAKING CURRICULUM DECISIONS IN HIGHER EDCUATION Geirsdottir G,  University of Iceland
 MODELS OF KNOWING, LEARNING, DELIVERING: AN INITIATIVE TO SUPPORT STAFF
DEVELOPMENT IN THE MOVE TO ONLINE DELIVERY FOR LEARNING Burns R, Dublin Institute
of Technology
 UNIVERSITY FACULTY COLLABORATION: A TRANSFORMATIONAL MODEL FOR
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT Albrecht N,  Emporia State University
Room: Wardlaw Room B Language and Literacy Session
 THE QUALITY OF TEACHER-PUPIL DIALOGUE IN GUIDED READING Skidmore D, University of
Bath
 NEW PORTALS FOR 21ST CENTURY CLASSROOMS. AN ANALYSIS OF COMPUTER
MEDIATED COMMUNICATION UNDERTAKEN BY PRIMARY AND SECONDARY AGED PUPILS
WITHIN THE SCHOOL CONTEXT Burnett C, Dickinson P, Merchant G, Myers J, Sheffield Hallam
University
 CLASS AND PEDAGOGIES: MANAGEMENT OF EXAMINED ENGLISH IN HONG KONG Choi
TH, Hong Kong Baptist University
 CLASSROOM INTERACTION AND DISCOURSE IN THE NATIONAL LITERACY AND
NUMERACY STRATEGIES Hardman F, Smith F, Wall K, University of Newcastle upon Tyne
Room: Oak Room Leading and Managing Schools and Colleges Session
 MANAGING DIVERSITY IN SCHOOL STAFFING Hall S, Davidson J, Powney J, Wilson V, The
SCRE Centre, University of Glasgow
 FROM 'SCHOOL CORRESPONDENT' TO WORKPLACE BARGAINER? SCHOOL AUTONOMY
AND THE CHANGING ROLE OF THE UNION REP. Stevenson H, University of Leicester
 THE SECONDMENT OF TEACHERSHOW SECONDMENT IMPACTS ON CAREER DYNAMICS
IN TEACHING AND THE COSTS WITHIN THE EDUCATION SYSTEM. 1) Tuohy D,  2) Lodge A 1)
NUI Galway,  2) NUI Maynooth
Room: Chemistry C108 Learning in the Professions Session
 USING 'VIDEOPAPER' TO FORGE A CLOSER LINK BETWEEN RESEARCH AND CLASSROOM
PRACTICE:  DEVELOPING TEACHER LEARNING THROUGH A NEW GENRE Sutch D, 2)
Shortis T, 2) John P 1) St Michael's CE VC Primary School 2) University of Bristol
 UNDER CONSTRUCTION: TEACHERS, RESEARCHERS AND PROFESSIONALISM 1) Brindley
S, 2) Martin M, 3) Purvis R, 1) University of Cambridge, 2) Comberton Village College, 3)
Chesterton Community College
 THE TEACHER AT PROFESSIONAL CAREER ENTRY: FRAGMENTS AND PARADOXES Moss
J, White J, The University of Melbourne
 ASSESSING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF SCOTTISH TEACHERS USING THE
STANDARD FOR CHARTERED TEACHER Christie D, University of Strathclyde
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SESSION 6 14.30HRS – 16.00HRS FRIDAY
Room: Maths M213 Mixed Session
 TESTING TIMES; YOUNG PEOPLE AND THE EXAMINATION PROCESS IN SCOTLAND Brown
J, Hamilton L, University of Edinburgh
 CROSS KEY STAGE WRITING COMPARABILITY STUDY Green S, University of Cambridge Local
Examinations Syndicate
 A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF KEY STAGE TESTS AND TEACHER ASSESSMENTS Durant
D, Worcestershire LEA
 CHANGES IN KEY STAGE 2 WRITING 1995 TO 2002 Green S, University of Cambridge Local
Examinations Syndicate
Room: MECH & CHEM ME 101 Mixed Session
 ARE YOU JUST HELPING?: EXPERIENCES OF MINORITY ETHNIC PGCE STUDENT
TEACHERS Hoodless PA, Manchester Metropolitan University
 BILINGUAL TEACHING ASSISTANTS:THEIR CONTRIBUTION TO LEARNING Cable C,  Open
University
 MODEL, HERO OR PROTECTOR? CHILDREN'S VIEWS ABOUT ROLE MODELS Thornton M,
Bricheno P, University of Hertfordshire
Room: Bruce Room B Mixed Session
 HOW ARE WE AS PROFESSIONAL EDUCATORS, USING ETHICAL GUIDELINES IN OUR
SELF-STUDY, MULTI-MEDIA ACCOUNTS  THAT EXPLAIN OUR EDUCATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT AND OUR INFLUENCE IN THE EDUCATION OF OTHER INDIVIDUALS AND
SOCIAL FORMATIONS? Fletcher SJ, Whitehead J, University of Bath
 HOW ARE THE LIVING EDUCATIONAL THEORIES OF MASTER AND DOCTOR EDUCATORS
CONTRIBUTING TO THE EDUCATION OF INDIVIDUALS AND THEIR SOCIAL FORMATIONS?
Whitehead J, University of Bath
 CONTINUITY AND COMMUNITY IN TEACHING Donnelly JF, University of Leeds
 SEEING THROUGH REFLECTION Lewis G, University of Aberdeen
Room: Cedar Room Mixed Session
 PROFESSIONAL ETHICS IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION AND TEACHER EDUCATION:
STUDENTS’ EXPECTATIONS AND EXPERIENCES Brusling C, Oma Ohnstad F, Oslo University
College
 THE POLITICS OF CARE - EMOTIONAL LABOUR AND TRAINEE FE LECTURERS. 1) Avis J, 2)
Bathmaker A-M, 3) Kendall A, 1) University of Wolverhampton, 2) University  of Sheffield, 3)
University of Wolverhampton
 TRENCHES OR CO-OPERATION. THEORY AND PRACTICE IN TEACHER EDUCATION
FACING THE “QUALITY REFORM” IN NORWAY Sundli L, Oslo university college
 THE CASE FOR A GENUINE PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN TEACHERS AND THE STATE Langley
J, Auckland College of Education
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SESSION 6 14.30HRS – 16.00HRS FRIDAY
Room: Bruce Room A Mixed Session
 TAKING CONTROL: FASHIONING THE NEW CITIZEN Satterthwaite J, University of Plymouth
 PREPARING PUPILS TO BE ENTERPRISING CITIZENS - PERCEIVED
CONNECTIONSBETWEEN ENTERPRISE EDUCATION & EDUCATION FOR ACTIVE AND
RESPONSIBLE CITIZENSHIP IN SCOTLAND Deuchar R, University of Strathclyde
 CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION, THE GAP BETWEEN RHETORIC AND REALITY Hulme R, MMU
 CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION LONGITUDINAL STUDY:  FIRST YEAR FINDINGS - ESTABLISHING
A BASELINE FOR DEVELOPING CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION Kerr D, Cleaver E, Ireland E, NFER
Room: Maths M214 New Technologies in Education Session
 TOWARDS A META-FRAMEWORK FOR e-LEARNING? 1) Conole GG, Dyke M, 2) Ravenscroft A
1) University of Southampton, 2) London Metropolitan University
 INTERROGATING NOVELTY IN E-LEARNING Hedge N, Hayward L, University of Glasgow
 TAXIS, STETHOSCOPES, AND TORTS: EXPLORING BENEFIT AND AGENCY IN THREE
ADULT ONLINE LEARNING COMMUNITIES Ross AR, University of Oxford
 EVALUATING THE QUALITY OF ELEARNING RESOURCES Riddy P, Fill K, University of
Southampton
Room: Physics P115 Science Education Session
 THE EFFECT OF LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY ON GEOMETRIC THINKING Roux A,
Potchefstroom University
 PHILOSOPHICAL AND ETHICAL ISSUES IN HIGHER EDUCATION BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
CURRICULA: A SOUTH AFRICAN CASE STUDY De Lange MC, Potchefstroom University for
Christian Higher Education
 CONCEPTUAL CHANGE, TEACHER INTERVENTION AND SIMULATIONS: STUDENTS
PROBLEMS WITH CIRCULAR MOTION Ittipongse A, Brna P, Northumbria University
 NEW TECHNOLOGIES FOR EFFECTIVE SCIENCE EDUCATION BREAK THE COST BARRIER.
1) Vermaak I, 2) Bradley JD, 1) Cedar College of Education, South Africa.  2) University of the
Witwatersrand, South Africa.
Room: BUSINESS SCHOOL G13 Social Justice Session
 COMMUNITY REGENERATION IN WALES: THE ROLE OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING 1)
Powell R, Smith RV, 2) Reakes A, NFER
 ETHNICITY, GLOBALISATION AND ITS NEW PEDAGOGY Wang YH, University of Cambridge
 RE-EXAMINING THE (SUPPOSED) BARRIERS TO WIDENING PARTICIPATION IN HIGHER
EDUCATION: A STUDY OF THE ASPIRATIONS AND ACHIEVEMENTS OF YOUNG PEOPLE
OUTSIDE FORMAL EDUCATION Watts M, Bridges D, University of Cambridge
 SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT: DOES IT REALLY CONNECT WITH SOCIAL JUSTICE? Wrigley T,
University of Edinburgh
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SESSION 7 16.30HRS – 18.00HRS FRIDAY
Room: Lecture Theatre 3 British Society for Research into Learning Mathematics Collective
CHANGING LEARNING IN PRIMARY MATHEMATICS
Convenor: Brown M, King's College London
Presenters: Askew M, Brown M, Hodgen J
King's College London
Room: Maths M112 Creativity in Education Collective
NATIONAL IDENTITY AND POST-DEVOLUTION SOCIAL REGENERATION: THE CASE OF VISUAL
ART IN WALES
Convenor: Ivinson G, Cardiff University
Presenters: 1) Housley W, 1) Ivinson G, 2) Carter P, 2) Lewis S
1) Cardiff University 2) University of Wales Institute Cardiff
Discussant: Crozier R, Cardiff University
Room: Lecture Theatre 1 Higher Education Collective
INVESTIGATING UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING-LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS IN FOUR
CONTRASTING SUBJECT AREAS
Convenor: Hounsell D, University of Edinburgh
Presenters: 1) Entwistle N, 1) Nisbet J, 1) Hounsell D, 1) McCune V, 2) Reimann N, 1) Anderson C, 1) Day K
1) University of Edinburgh, 2) University of Durham
Discussant: Clegg S, Sheffield Hallam University
Room: Lecture Theatre 2 Higher Education Collective
BECOMING/ BEING ACADEMIC(S): WOMEN IN HIGHER EDUCATION
This collective will take place over session 6 and 7
Convenor: Archer L. London Metropolitan University
Presenters: Raddon A, University of Warwick, Read B, London Metropolitan University,  Leathwood C,
Archer L, London Metropolitan University, Skelton C, University of Newcastle, Marchbank J,
Coventry University, Cotterill P, Staffordshire University, Letherby G, Coventry University
Room: Chemistry C110 Inclusive Education Collective
UNPACKING THE 14-16 CURRICULUM FOR STUDENTS WITH LEARNING DIFFICULTIES
Convenor: Robertson CM, University of Birmingham
Presenters: Waite SJ, 1) Lawson H, 2) Robertson CM
1) University of Plymouth, 2) University of Birmingham
Discussant: Waite SJ, University of Plymouth
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SESSION 7 16.30HRS – 18.00HRS FRIDAY
Room: Oak Room Leading and Managing Schools and Colleges Collective
KNOWLEDGE-CENTRED LEADERSHIP: THE KCL PROJECT FROM THE PRACTITIONERS'
PERSPECTIVE.
Convenor: Busher H University of Leicester
Presenters: 1) Gray D, 2) Noctor J, 3) Brady K, 4) Syme D, 5) Rooney K, 6) Lewis D, 7) Penny R
1) - 5) The Douay Martyrs School  6) LEA  7) St Mary's University College
Room: Wardlaw A Room Learning in the Professions Collective
TEACHER RESEARCH AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN SCOTLAND, WALES AND
ENGLAND: COMPETING VISIONS OF A 'NEW PROFESSIONALISM?'
Convenor: Salisbury J, School of Social Sciences, Cardiff University
Presenters: 1) Egan D, 2) Christie D, 3) Salisbury J, 3) Coombes L, 4) Furlong J
1) University of Wales Institute, Cardiff, 2) University of Strathclyde, 3) Cardiff University, 4)
Oxford University
Discussant: Furlong J, University of Oxford
Room: BUSINESS SCHOOL G20 Non-SIG Collective
URBAN CLASSROOMS, SUBJECT ENGLISH: MULTIMODAL PERSPECTIVES ON TEACHING AND
LEARNING
This collective will take place over Session 6 and 7
Convenor: Jewitt C, Institute of Education, University of London
Presenters: 1) Jewitt C,  2) Bourne J, 1) Franks A,  1)Hardcastle J,1) Kress G, 1) Reid E, 3)Jones K
1)Institute of Education, University of London, 2) University of Southampton, 3)University of
Keele
Discussant: Moss G, Institute of Education, University of London
Room: Cedar Room Non-SIG Collective
'THE PROBLEM WAS THAT WE WERE TALKING DIFFERENT LANGUAGES AND DIDN'T REALISE IT':
EXPERIENCES OF A USER REVIEW
Convenor: Rickinson M, National Foundation for Educational Research
Presenters: 1) Rickinson R, 2) Aspinall C, 3) Clark A, 4) Dawson L, 5) McLeod S, 6) Poulton P, 7) Rogers J,
8) Saunders L
1) National Foundation for Educational Research, 2) Buryfields Infant School, 3) Canon Burrows
CE Primary School, 4) The Ridings High School, 5) Shacklewell Primary School, 6) EcoActive
Education Centre, 7) Ridgeway School, 8) General Teaching Council.
Discussant: Saunders L, General Teaching Council
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SESSION 7 16.30HRS – 18.00HRS FRIDAY
Room: Beech Post Compulsory Education and Training/Lifelong Learning Collective
LEARNING FOR WORK: PROCESSES AND OUTCOMES OF WORK-RELATED AND WORK-BASED
LEARNING
Convenor: Hayward G, University of Oxford
Presenters: Oh S, James S, Ross A, Nordman C, Hayward G
University of Oxford
Room: MECH & CHEM ME 136 Physical Education and Sport Pedagogy Collective
TALENT IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION: WHAT ARE WE REALLY LOOKING FOR?
Convenor: Morley D, Leeds Metropolitan University
Presenters: Paper 1  Morley D, 2) Bailey R, 1) Holt N, 1) Leeds Metropolitan University, 2) Canterbury Christ
Church University College
Paper 2  1) Morley D, 2) Holt N, 1) Leeds Metropolitan University.
Paper 3  1) Bailey R, 2) Morley D, 1) Canterbury Christ Church University College, 2) Leeds
Metropolitan University
Discussant: Keay J, University of Surrey Roehampton
Room: Chemistry C109 Research Methodology Collective
RESEARCH APPROACHES UNDERPINNING DEVELOPMENT
Convenor: Leask M, Teacher Training Agency
Presenters: 1) Tarrant T, 2) Furner M, Teacher training Agency, (London)
Room: BUSINESS SCHOOL G13 Social Justice Collective
URBAN EDUCATION: CLASS, RACE AND GENDER
Convenor: Vincent C, Institute of Education
Presenters: 1) Vincent C, 1) Ball S, 1) Marques Cardoso C, 1) Vincent C, 1) Gillborn D, 1) Lall M, 2) Reay D,
2) Thrupp M, 2)  Neath S
1) Institute of Education, 2) Kings College London
Room: Maths M113 Comparative and International Education Session
 THE PROBLEMS EXPERIENCED BY LEARNERSHIP STUDENTS IN TEACHING LITERATURE
OF AFRICAN LANGUAGES Dlavane FDG, Potchesftroom University for Christian Higher Education
 THE DIFFERENT EFFECTS OF NEO-LIBERALISM IN THE JAPANESE AND THE UK HIGHER
EDUCATION SYSTEMS Yokoyama K, Institute of Education, University of London
 JAPANESE STUDENTS STUDYING IN UK HEI - THEIR STRESS FACTORS AND COPING
STRATEGIES Ashikaga M, Oxford Brookes University
 TORTOISE OR HARE?  BRITISH INTEREST IN EDUCATION ABROAD, 1800 - 1840 Sprigade A,
University of Oxford
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SESSION 7 16.30HRS – 18.00HRS FRIDAY
Room: Physics P113 Early Childhood Education Session
 TEACHING HISTORY THROUGH THE USE OF STORY:WORKING WITH EARLY YEARS
PRACTITIONERS,WHO DO NOT HAVE QUALIFIED TEACHER STATUS,IN SETTINGS OTHER
THAN SCHOOLS Lunn P, Bishop A, University of Northumbria
 DEVELOPING AS AN EARLY YEARS PROFESSIONAL:  STARTING POINTS AND CAREER
ASPIRATIONS Egan BA, King Alfred's College, Winchester
 ELICITING EARLY YEARS' EDUCATORS' THNKINGASCERTAINING PROFESSIONAL AND
PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE, INTERESTS AND CONCERNSRESEARCH FINDINGS Brock A,
Bradford College
Room: Physics P115 Early Childhood Education Session
 THE IMPACT OF SOCIAL CLASS ON BOYS' EXPERIENCES OF SCHOOLING IN THE EARLY
YEARS Connolly P, University of Ulster
 FOUNDATION STAGE UNITS: A RESPONSE TO THE FOUNDATION STAGE Garrick R,  Chilvers
D, Sheffield Hallam University
 SPACE, PLACE AND GENDER: ROLE PLAY IN RECEPTION CLASSES Rogers S, Evans J
University of Plymouth
 SOCIAL CAPITAL AND SURE START: BANKING ON CHILDREN'S FUTURES Ackerley CL,
Bagley CA, Rattray J, University of Durham
Room: Chemistry C107 Higher Education Session
 SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL ISSUES IN PARTICIPATION IN HIGHER EDUCATION Morgan-Klein
B, University of Stirling
 ACADEMIC OUTCOME AND EXPERIENCES OF TRADITIONAL AND ADULT ENTRY
STUDENTS AT AN ICELANDIC UNIVERSITY Einarsdottir J, Einarsdottir S, Iceland University of
Education
 THE FRAGILIGY OF IMAGES: INFORMAL KNOWLEDGE AND THE WIDER ACCESS DEBATE
AT OXBRIDGE Watts M, University of Cambridge
Room: Wardlaw Room B Learning in the Professions Session
 ENGLISH TEACHERS IN THE MAKING: WHAT MOTIVATES AND KEEPS NEW TEACHERS IN
THE PROFESSION 1) Brindley S, 2) Manuel J, 1) University of Cambridge 2) University of Sydney
 AESOP AN EXCEPTIONAL SCHOOLING OUTCOMES PROJECT, NSW, AUSTRALIA 1) Barnes
G, 1) Brock P, 2) Pegg J 1) New South Wales Department of Education and Training, 2) University
of New England
 THE NEW TEACHER INDUCTION SCHEME IN SCOTLAND : SUSTAINING DEVELOPMENT OR
CONFIRMING COMPETENCE? Draper J,  Christie F,  O'Brien J, University of Edinburgh
 RETAINING BEGINNING TEACHERS: INVESTIGATING ISSUES OF TEACHER SUPPLY AND
ATTRITION 1) Manuel J, 2) Ewing R, 3) Brock P, 4) Smith D, 1), 2), 4), University of Sydney, 3)
NSW Department of Education and Training
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SESSION 7 16.30HRS – 18.00HRS FRIDAY
Room: Maths M213 Mixed Session
 WHAT HAPPENS TO EDUCATION WHEN THE EDUCATION-LESS BECOME THE
EDUCATIONALIST? Johnston P,  Te Whare Wananga o Awanuiarangi
 SAGE AND ONION: A METAPHORICAL ANALYSIS OF THE STUDENT SUPERVISOR
RELATIONSHIP IN THE PHD PROCESS. Gibbons CA, Bulman D, University of Nottingham
 THE IMPACT OF REASEARH AND TEACHING QUALITY INPUTS ON THE EMPLOYMENT
OUTCOMES OF POSTGRADUATES Urwin P, Di Pietro G, University of Westminster
Room: Maths M114 Mixed Session
 HOW (WHAT) DO CHILDREN LEARN FROM ARTISTS IN SCHOOL? AN EXPLORATION OF AN
APPRENTICESHIP MODEL OF ARTS EDUCATION Woolf F and Griffiths M, Nottingham Trent
University
 PARENTS AND UNDER THREES LEARNING IN TANDEM AT TATE BRITAIN: ISSUES ARISING
FROM A PARTICIPANT EVALUATION Hancock R, The Open University
 WHEN THE POLITICAL COMPLICATES RESEARCHER AND TEACHER ROLES IN ACTION
RESEARCH:THE CASE OF THE EUROPEAN DIMENSION IN CYPRUS Philippou S, School of
Education, University of Cambridge
 ART TEACHING MAKING A DIFFERENCE Sutherland S,  Auckland College of Education
Room: MECH & CHEM ME 103 Mixed Session
 WHAT CAN PISA TELL US ABOUT EQUITY IN EDUCATION SYSTEMS? Smith E, Gorard S,
Cardiff University School of Social Sciences
 SOCIAL EXCLUSION, SCHOOLING AND GOVERNMENTALITY: TOWARDS A CRITIQUE
Doherty R, University of Glasgow
 AN INVESTIGATION ON ABORIGINAL HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS' DROPOUT A
COMPARATIVE STUDY BETWEEN URBAN AND RURAL AREAS Chen PY, Centre for Teacher
Education Programme & Institute of Vocational and Technology Education
 WHEN BEING GIFTED IS NOT ENOUGH Davison J, Western Kentucky University
Room: MECH & CHEM ME 101 Mixed Session
 NATURAL SELECTION? THE SELECTION AND COMPLETION PROCESS AND ITS
IMPLICATIONS FOR MALE AND FEMALE UNDERGRADUATES ON A PRIMARY INITIAL
TEACHER EDUCATION COURSE. Bricheno P, Thornton M, University of Hertfordshire
 IT'S ALL IN THE RHYTHM: GENDER RESPONSES TO USING MOVEMENT TO ENHANCE
LEARNING IN ADULTS 1) Cubillo L, 2) Marquard-Busk M, 1) University College Worcester, 2)
CVU, Midt Vest, Denmark
 BOLD, RECKLESS AND ADAPTIVE? EXPLAINING GENDER DIFFERENCES IN ECONOMIC
THINKING AND ATTITUDES Davies P,  Mangan J,  Telhaj S, Staffordshire University
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SESSION 7 16.30HRS – 18.00HRS FRIDAY
Room: Chemistry C108 Mixed Session
 TEACHERS' 'PRACTICAL THEORIES' OF TECHNOLOGY-INTEGRATED PEDAGOGY: AN
ANALYSIS OF TEN CASES FROM ENGLISH SECONDARY SCHOOLS Deaney R, Ruthven K,
Hennessy R, University of Cambridge
 THE REFLECTIVE ABILITIES OF EXPERT AND NOVICE LEARNERS IN COMPUTER
PROGRAMMING Breed EA, University of Potchefstroom
 CONSTRUCTING AN INFORMATION SOCIETY: HOW ADULTS TALK ABOUT LEARNING WITH
COMPUTERS Madden LC, Cardiff University
 NATIONAL VARIATIONS IN THE INITIAL TEACHER EDUCATION PROCESS IN FRANCE,
ENGLAND AND SCOTLAND: A STUDY OF INFLUENCING FACTORS Brisard E, University of
Paisley
Room: Bruce Room B Mixed Session
 A STUDY OF THE FORMALISED TEACHING OF A MENTAL CALCULATION STRATEGY AND
CHILDREN'S CONSTRUCTION OF MEANING Murphy C, University of Exeter
 PUPIL AND TEACHER PERCEPTIONS OF EFFECTIVE TEACHING AND LEARNING IN
HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY AT KEY STAGE 3: UNITY OR MISMATCH? Adey K, Biddulph M,
University of Nottingham
 EXPLORING STUDENT ENGAGEMENT IN HUMANITIES CLASSES Kelly P, University of
Plymouth
 EMPOWERING ABLE YEAR 5 PUPILS AS ACTIVE RESEARCHERS Kellett M, The Open
University
Room: Bruce Room A Mixed Session
 HOW IS THE SHOAH INTRODUCED TO YEAR 9 PUPILS?  PERSPECTIVES, DISCOURSES
AND LANGUAGE USE OF BEGINNING AND EXPERIENCED TEACHERS Mills G, Wiesemes R,
The University of Nottingham
 JEWISH FAITH EDUCATION IN GLASGOW - A CASE STUDY McKinney SJ, University of
Glasgow
 EXPLORING HEALTH INDICATORS TO ASSESS THE IMPACT OF SCHOOL-BASED HEALTH
EDUCATION INITIATIVES Schagen S, Blenkinsop S, NFER
 PSHE, SMCS & CITIZENSHIP: ONE PROGRAMME TO COVER THEM ALL? Arweck E, University
of Warwick
Room: Maths M214 New Technologies in Education Session
 ENHANCING THE IMPACT OF INVESTMENTS IN ICT IN EDUCATION: SHARED VISIONS?
Twining P, The Open University
 FROM POSITIVIST TO POSTMODERNIST: CHOOSING   THE RIGHT RESEARCH METHOD. 1)
Preston C, MirandaNet, 2) Kingsford J, 1) Institute of Education, University of London, 2) University
of Essex
 THE USE OF WEB-BASED SURVEYS IN EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH: DEMONSTRATION AND
DISCUSSION 1) Rebmann S, 2) Levacic R, 1) Everysite TLR Ltd, 2) Institute of Education,
University of London
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SESSION 7 16.30HRS – 18.00HRS FRIDAY
Room: Physics P114 School Improvement Session
 THE KEY STAGE 3 STRATEGY: WHAT KIND OF REFORM IS THIS? 1) Stobart G, 2) Stoll L, 1)
University of London Institute of Education, 2) University of Bath
 DEVELOPING A METHODOLOGY FOR WHOLE-SCHOOL SELF-EVALUATION 1) Johnston J,
Neil P, Queen's University Belfast
 SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT: WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? Wrigley T, University of Edinburgh
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CARFAX LECTURE 09.00HRS – 10.30HRS SATURDAY
James Watt I Main Auditorium
Overflow – Carnegie Room





SESSION 8 11.00HRS – 12.30HRS SATURDAY
Room: Lecture Theatre 3 British Society for Research into Learning Mathematics Collective
CHANGING TEACHING IN PRIMARY MATHEMATICS
Convenor: Askew M, King's College London
Presenters: Askew M, Bibby T, Brown M, Hodgen J, King's College London
Room: Maths M112 Creativity in Education Collective
Workshop title:  A CREATIVE COCKTAIL: CREATIVE TEACHING AND LEARNING IN INITIAL
TEACHER EDUCATION
Presenters: Grainger T, Barnes J, Scoffham S, Canterbury Christ Church University College
Room: Maths M113 Comparative and International Education Collective
RESEARCH ON HISTORY EDUCATION IN BRITAIN AND NORTH AMERICA: THE VALUE OF
TRANSATLANTIC COMPARISONS
Convenor: Barton K, University of Cincinnati (Ohio), USA
Presenters: 1) Barton K, 2) Hicks D, 3) Sandwell R
1) University of Cincinnati, OH (USA), 2) Virginia Tech University (USA), 3) University of Toronto
(Canada)
Discussant: McCully A, University of Ulster, Coleraine
Room: Lecture Theatre 1 Higher Education Collective
VIRTUAL LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS IN HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS
Convenor: Weedon E UHI Millennium Institute
Presenters: 1) Pilkington R, 2) Heard-White M, 3) Blamire M
1) University of Birmingham, 2) Birkbeck College, University of London, 3) Canterbury Christ
Church University College
Room: Chemistry C110 Inclusive Education Collective
CREATING COMMUNITIES OF LEARNERS IN TECHNOLOGICAL EDUCATION IN ORDER TO
PROMOTE INCLUSION
Convenor: Dakers J, University of Glasgow
Presenters: 1) Sutherland M, 2) Tungaraza F, 1) Smith C, 1) Dakers J, 1) Dow W, 1) Head G, 1) Dakers J
1) University of Glasgow, 2) University of Dares Salaam
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SESSION 8 11.00HRS – 12.30HRS SATURDAY
Room: Chemistry C109 Learning in the Professions Collective
HIGHER PROFESSIONAL LEARNING IN UK PROFESSIONAL DOCTORATES
Convenor: Scott D, University of Lincoln
Presenters: 1) Scott D, 2) Lunt I, 3) Brown A, 4) Thorne L, 5) Bowden R, 6) Laing S, 7) Bourner T
1) University of Lincoln, 2) University of London, 3) University of London, 4) Learning and Skills
Agency,5) University of Brighton, 6) University of Brighton, 7) University of Brighton.
Room: Bruce Room A Non-SIG Collective
CULTURAL DIVERSITY: ULSTER-SCOTS IN THE PRIMARY SCHOOL
Convenor: Avery H, Stranmillis University College
Presenters: Avery H, Gilbert A, Stranmillis University College
Room: Cedar Room Non-SIG Collective
'ENHANCEMENT ENTAILS A DISCIPLINE': WORKING WITH BERNSTEIN IN EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH
This collective will take place over session 8 and 9
Convenor: Bourne J, University of Southampton
Presenters: 1) Daniels H, 2) Moss G, 3) Bourne J, 4) Hey V, 5) Arno M, 6) Reay D
1)University of Birmingham. 2) University of London Institute of Education. 3) University of
Southampton. 4) Brunel University 5) Cambridge University 6) Cambridge University
Room: Bruce Room B Non-SIG Collective
LEARNING IN MIXED-AGE GROUPS
Convenor: Brooks R, University of Surrey
Presenters: 1) Brooks R,  2) Cole P, 3) Hallam S
1) University of Surrey 2) University of Sheffield 3) Institute of Education, University of London
Discussant: Bathmaker A, University of Sheffield
Room: Maths M213 Non-SIG Collective
PEDAGOGY FOR EFFECTIVE USE OF ICT IN SECONDARY SUBJECT LEARNING
Convenor: Hennessy S, Faculty of Education, University of Cambridge
Presenters: 1) Hennessy S, 1) Ruthven K, 1) Deaney R, 2) Finlayson H, 3) Rogers L, 4) Baggott la Velle L,
4) Brawn R, 4) McFarlane A
1) University of Cambridge, 2) Sheffield Hallam University, 3) University of Leicester, 4)
University of Bristol,
Discussant: Ruthven K, Faculty of Education, University of Cambridge
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SESSION 8 11.00HRS – 12.30HRS SATURDAY
Room: BUSINESS SCHOOL G20 Non-SIG Collective
THE CONSTRUCTION OF LEARNER IDENTITIES ACROSS THE EDUCATION SPECTRUM
This collective will take place over Session 8 and 9
Convenor: Solomon Y, Lancaster University
Presenters: 1) Appleby Y, 2) Black L, 1) Ivanic R, 1) O'Toole G, 1) Solomon Y, 1) Warin J
1) Lancaster University, 2) Manchester Metropolitan University
Discussant: Edwards LA, University of Birmingham
Room: Lecture Theatre 2 New Technologies in Education Collective
CHILDREN'S INFORMAL LEARNING: SHIFTS BETWEEN VIRTUAL, HOME AND SCHOOL
ENVIRONMENTS
Convenor: Somekh B, The Manchester Metropolitan University
Presenters: Somekh B, Lewin C, Mavers C, Levin C, The Manchester Metropolitan University
Discussant: Facer K, Nesta FutureLab
Room: Beech Post Compulsory Education and Training/Lifelong Learning Collective
TRANSFORMING EXPERIENCE: EXAMINING RHETORIC AND REALITY
Convenor: Casey LJ, Staffordshire University
Presenters: 1) Casey LJ, 2) Williams J, 1) Slack KB, 1) Vigurs K
1) Staffordshire University 2) Workers' Educational Association
Discussant: Hughes J, Dudley College
Room: MECH & CHEM ME 136 Physical Education and Sport Pedagogy Collective
INCLUDING CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL EDUCATION NEEDS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION: TEACHER
AND PUPIL PERSPECTIVES
Convenor: Vickerman PB, Liverpool John Moores University
Presenters: 1) Morley D, 2) Bailey R, 3) Cooke B, 4) Tan L, 5) Smith A, 6) Fitzgerald H, 7) Gorley T, 8)
Vickerman P
1) Leeds Metropolitan University, 2) Canterbury Christ Church University College, 3) Leeds
Metropolitan University, 4) Leeds Metropolitan University, 5) Chester College of Higher
Education, 6) Loughborough University, 7) Loughborough University, 8) Liverpool John Moores
University
Discussant: Jones N, National Association of Special Educational Needs and Brigend Local Education
Authority
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SESSION 8 11.00HRS – 12.30HRS SATURDAY
Room: Physics P114 School Improvement Collective
WHAT CAN WE LEARN ABOUT SCHOOL PERFORMANCE FROM NATIONAL MATCHED DATASETS?
Convenor: Schagen I, NFER
Presenters: 1) Hutchison D, Benton T, NFER 2) Benton T, Scott E, NFER  3) Schagen I, Schagen S, Rudd
P, NFER
Discussant: Gray J, Cambridge University
Room: BUSINESS SCHOOL G13 Social Justice Collective
EQUALITY AWARENESS IN TEACHER EDUCATION AND TRAINING IN NORTHERN IRELAND
Convenor: Elwood J, Queen's University Belfast
Presenters: Elwood J, Gallagher T, McKeown P, Kilpatrick R, Murphy C, Carlisle K, Queen's University
Belfast
Room: Physics P113 Early Childhood Education Session
 TOWARDS A SMOOTH TRANSITION FROM PRESCHOOL TO PRIMARY SCHOOL IN ICELAND
Einarsdottir J, Iceland University of Education
 STARTING SCHOOL: PERSPECTIVES OF AUSTRALIAN CHILDREN, PARENTS AND
EDUCATORS Perry B, Dockett S, University of Western Sydney
 A STUDY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF EARLY MATHEMATICS THE HOME: QUANTITATIVE
RESULTS Bottle G, Godfrey R, Canterbury Christ Church University College
Room: Physics P115 Early Childhood Education Session
 THE SIGNFICANCE OF AFFECTIVE ISSUES IN SUCESSFUL LEARNING WITH ICT FOR YEAR
ONE AND TWO PUPILS AND THEIR TEACHERS:THE FINAL OUTCOMES OF THE ICT AND
THE WHOLE CHILD PROJECT 1) Cooper BL, 2) Brna P 1) University of Leeds and Northumbria,
2)University of Northumbria
 ‘DOING THE BEST WE CAN’ HOW DO DAY NURSERY STAFF INTERPRET THE EARLY
LEARNING GOALS FOR THREE AND FOUR YEAR OLD CHILDREN? Richardson H, Goldsmiths
College ( University of London)
 DEVELOPING A POLICY ON ICT IN PRE-SCHOOL SETTINGS: THE ROLE OF RESEARCH
Plowman L, Stephen C, University of Stirling
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SESSION 8 11.00HRS – 12.30HRS SATURDAY
Room: MECH & CHEM ME 103 Higher Education Session
 THEORISING LEARNING IN HIGHER EDUCATION: EPISTEMOLOGY, METAPHOR AND
COMPLEXITY Haggis T, University of Stirling
 MEANINGFUL ASSUMPTIONS MADE FROM TESSELLATIONS AS AN APPROACH TO
DECORATIVE DESIGN EDUCATION - AN AFRICAN CONTEXT Van den Berg AS, Potchefstroom
University for Christian Higher Education
 CRITICAL THINKING, UNDERGRADUATES AND INTELLECTUAL RESOURCES Johnston B,
Mitchell R, Ford P, Myles F, University of Southampton
 EAT AND DRINK WHAT YOU LIKE -IT'S SPEAKING ENGLISH THAT KILLS YOU! LEARNING
OUTCOMES FOR A COURSE IN CLASSROOM ENGLISH Uys AHC, University Of Potchefstroom ,
South Africa
Room: Oak Room Leading and Managing Schools and Colleges Session
 TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERSHIP IN SCHOOLS (TLiS) PROJECTA PRELIMINARY
EVALUATION 1) Alimo-Metcalfe B, 2) Alban-Metcalfe J, 3) Briggs M,  1) Leadership Research &
Development Ltd  2) Leadership Research & Development Ltd  3) University of Warwick, Institute of
Education
 PERCEPTIONS OF BRITISH AND AMERICAN ADMINISTRATORS OF TEACHER AS LEADER
CHARACTERISTICS AND SKILLS Bridges L, Boes S, State University of West Georgia
 EVALUATION OF THE SCOTTISH QUALIFICATION FOR HEADSHIP Holligan C,  Mthenjwa V,
Menter I, University of Paisley
Room: Maths M114 Mixed Session
 DIFFICULTIES AND SUPPORT AT SCHOOL FOR CHILDREN FOLLOWING RENAL
TRANSPLANTATION: HEALTH PROFESSIONALS' VIEWS 1) Poursanidou K, 2) Garner P, 3)
Watson A, 4) Stephenson R, 1) The Nottingham Trent University, 2) The Nottingham Trent
University, 3) Nottingham City Hospital, 4) Nottingham City Hospital
 SHYNESS IN THE CLASSROOM Crozier WR, Cardiff University
 THE "ANDIS" PROJECT: NEUROIMAGING AS AN EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
METHODOLOGY 1) Howard-Jones P, 2) Claxton G, 3) Collins E, 4) Summers I, 1) University of
Wales Institute Cardiff  2) University of Bristol 3)  University of Wales Institute Cardiff 4) University of
Exeter
 INTERROGATING A RESEARCHER'S 'INSIDER-NESS' IN DEVELOPING SUSTAINABLE
EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT: WHY PROJECT FAILURE Pather S, NFER
Room: MECH & CHEM ME 101 Mixed Session
 CURRICULUM HISTORY, 'ENGLISH' AND THE NEW EDUCATION IN THE EARLY TWENTIETH-
CENTURY; OR, INSTALLING THE EMPIRE OF ENGLISH? 1) Cormack P, 2) Green B 1)
University of South Australia, 2) Charles Sturt University
 IMPROVING THE ODDS: HOW DO PROSPECTIVE TRAINEE TEACHERS CHOOSE A TOPIC
FOR PRESENTATION AT INTERVIEW? Challen DM, 2) Byrne J, 3) Brown LL 1) University of
Southampton, 2) University of Southampton, 3) Isle of Wight LEA
 HANGING ON TO CHILDHOOD: HANNAH ARENDT AND THE POLITICS OF RESPONSIBILITY
Conroy J, deRuyter D University of Glasgow.
 A NEW TEACHER FOR A NEW NATION? TEACHER EDUCATION, NATIONAL IDENTITY AND
ENGLISH IN AUSTRALIA (1901-1938) Reid J, Green B, Charles Sturt University
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SESSION 8 11.00HRS – 12.30HRS SATURDAY
Room: Wardlaw Room B Mixed Session
 CAN NARRATIVE ANALYSIS REVEAL THE NATURE OF UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT
LEARNING ON WORK-PLACEMENTS? CAN IT CONSTITUTE LEARNING? 1) Murray L, 2) Sims
D 1) Murakami K, 1) Cortazzi M, 1) Chedzey K,1) Brunel University, 2) City University
 FINDINGS FROM AN EVALUATION OF HOME SCHOOL AGREEMENTS IN ENGLAND Coldwell
M, Stephenson K, Fathallah-Caillau I, Sheffield Hallam University
 FROM FRIERE TO FEAR: THE RISE OF LOW SELF-ESTEEM AS A CONCERN IN ADULT
EDUCATION Ecclestone K, University of Newcastle
 KEY STAGE 4 – THE VOCATIONAL ALTERNATIVES FOR 14 – 19 YEAR OLDS? Frost P,
Gooding G, University of Surrey
Room: Chemistry C107 Mixed Session
 IMPROVING TEACHER RETENTION Merttens R, Robertson C, Hamilton Maths and Reading
Projects
 'TAKING TIME TO MAKE TIME' - CAN A SELF-AUDIT TOOL-KIT HELP TEACHERS TO
MANAGE THEIR WORKLOAD? Bubb S, Earley P, Laverdure A, Institute of Education, University of
London
 HOW CAN WE TELL IF WE HAVE ENOUGH TEACHERS? A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF
OFFICIAL FIGURES. Gorard S, See BH, White P, Cardiff University
 THE ROLE OF SCHOOL STRESS IN THE PRECIPITATION OF SEVERE MENTAL
BREAKDOWN IN TEACHERS 1) Hargate CM, 2) Ogilvie ADO 1) Gonville and Caius College,
University of Cambridge  2) Department of Psychiatry, University of Oxford
Room: Maths M214 New Technologies in Education Session
 INTERNET USE OF ICELANDIC CHILDREN 2001-3: A QUALITATIVE GLIMPSE 1) Jakobsdottir
S, 2) Gautadottir H, 3) Johannesdottir S 1) Iceland University of Education, 2) Idnskolinn i Reykjavik,
3) Ingunnarskóli
 CHILDRENS' THINKING ABOUT COMPUTERS Jervis A, University of Manchester
 'HOW WELL DOES DISTANCE LEARNING CATER FOR DIVERSITY? THE VIEWS OF
STUDENTS ABOUT SUPPORT AND FEEDBACK ON A FLEXIBLE MODULAR COURSE
LEADING TO A POSTGRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN EDUCATION WITH A FOCUS ON THE
ROLE OF NEW TECHNOLOGY'.  PHASE TWO AND CONCLUSIONS Kynch C, St Martin's
College
 CAN ICT SWITCH CHILDREN ON TO LEARNING? INDICATIONS FROM A LONGITUDINAL
OBSERVATIONAL STUDY 1) Bromfield C, 2) Waite S, 3) Wheeler S 1) University of the West of
England, Bristol, 2) University of Plymouth 3) University of Plymouth
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SESSION 8 11.00HRS – 12.30HRS SATURDAY
Room: Chemistry C108 Practitioner Session
 BEST PRACTICE: A STORY OF SUCCESS? 1)Campbell A 2) Keating I 1) Liverpool Hope
University College, 2) Manchester Metropolitan University
 RESEARCHING A LANGUAGE TEACHER IDENTITY WITHIN A NEW LEARNING COMMUNITY.
Burley S, Pomphrey C, London Metropolitan University
 DESIGN AND EVALUATION OF AN ACTION RESEARCH TOOLKIT FOR TEACHER
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 1) Penny R, 2) Coombs S, 3) Smith I, 1) St Mary's College,
University of Surrey, 2) Bath Spa University College, 3) University of Sydney
 HOW AM I DEVELOPING MY WORK AS A RESEARCH MENTOR WORKING WITH TEACHER
RESEARCHERS? Fletcher S, University of Bath
Room: Wardlaw Room A Research Methodology Session
 TREADING A FINE LINE: TENSIONS BETWEEN THE ROLES OF RESEARCHER AND
CONSULTANT WHEN REVIEWING THE IMPACT OF INCLUSION POLICIES 1) Evans J, 2)
Florian L, 1) University of London, 2) University of Cambridge
 WHO ARE THE QUESTION MAKERS? Hodgkinson S, University of Brighton
 RESEARCHING TEACHERS: TEACHING RESEARCHERS - HOW  TO RECONCILE
CONFLICTING IMPERFECTIONS Davidson J, Hall S, Wilson V, Powney J, The SCRE Centre,
University of Glasgow
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SESSION 9 13.30HRS – 15.00HRS SATURDAY
Room: Lecture Theatre 3 British Society for Research into Learning Mathematics Collective
TEACHING AND LEARNING MATHEMATICS ACROSS LINGUISTIC AND CULTURAL BOUNDARIES
Convenor: Barwell R, University of Bristol
Presenters: 1) Barwell R, 2) Farrugia M, 3) Hadjidemetriou C, 3) Wake G, 3) Williams J
1) University of Bristol, 2) University of Malta, 3) University of Manchester
Room: Lecture Theatre 1 Higher Education Collective
DILEMMAS IN RESEARCHING STUDENT RETENTION AND WITHDRAWAL
Convenor: Thomas L, Institute for Access Studies, Staffordshire University
Presenters: 1) Thomas L, 2) Wolff R, 3) Carpenter A, 4) Quinn J, 5) McAleavy G, 6) O'Hagan C,
1) Staffordshire University, 2) University of Amsterdam, 3) Institute of Technology, Carlow, 4)
Staffordshire University, 5) University of Ulster, UK
Discussant: Davidson-Burnet G, Data and Analytical Services, UCAS
Room: Oak Room Leading and Managing Schools and Colleges Collective
LEADERSHIP FOR LEARNING: THE CAMBRIDGE NETWORK
Convenor: Frost D. University of Cambridge Faculty of Education
Presenters: 1) MacBeath J, 1) Frost D, 1) Swaffield S, 1) Sutherland G, 1) Mansfield D, 1) Cullen J, 2)
Durrant J, 3) Harris J, 4) McAlpine C
1) University of Cambridge Faculty of Education, 2) Canterbury Christ Church University
College, 3) University of Warwick Institute of Education, 4) Great Yarmouth EAZ
Room: MECH & CHEM ME 136 Non-SIG Collective
NO MEN? NO ROLE MODELS? WIDENING PARTICIPATION AND BROADENING THE EXPERIENCES
OF PRIMARY SCHOOL PUPILS
Convenor: Ashley M, University of the West of England, Bristol
Presenters: 1) Ashley M, 2) Weston C, 3) Lewis P, 4) Bricheno P, 5) Thornton M
1) University of the West of England, 2) Canterbury Christ Church College, 3) University of
Brighton, 4) University of Hertfordshire,  5) University of Hertfordshire
Discussant: Thornton M, University of Hertfordshire
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SESSION 9 13.30HRS – 15.00HRS SATURDAY
Room: Chemistry C107 Non-SIG Collective
ENABLING INCLUSION : DEVELOPMENTS INBEHAVIOUR, EMOTION & PARTICIPATION
Convenor: Phil G, Nottingham Trent University
Presenters: 1) Wearmouth J, 2) Garner P, 3) Soan S, 3) Cornwall J, 3) Powell S, 3) Blamires M, Crisp J, 4)
Groom B, 5) Atkin C, 1) Open University, 2) Nottingham Trent University, 3) Canterbury Christ
Church University, 4) University College Northampton, 5) Bower Grove School
Discussant: Phil G, Nottingham Trent University
Room: Cedar Room Non-SIG Collective
'ENHANCEMENT ENTAILS A DISCIPLINE': WORKING WITH BERNSTEIN IN EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH
This collective will take place over Session 8 and 9
Convenor: Bourne J, University of Southampton
Presenters: Daniels H, 2) Moss G, 3) Bourne J, 4) Hey V, 5) Arnot M, 6) Reay D
1)University of Birmingham. 2) University of London Institute of Education. 3) University of
Southampton. 4) Brunel University 5) Cambridge University 6) Cambridge University
Room: Maths M112 Non-SIG Collective
RESEARCH FOR SOME? THE THREES ANSWER BACK
Convenor: Griffiths M, Nottingham Trent University
Presenters: 1) Dadds M and Kynch C, 2) Griffiths M, Garner P, 3) Whitehead J, 4) Bassey M
1) St Martin's College 2) Nottingham Trent University 3) University of Bath 4) BERA
Room: Bruce Room B Non-SIG Collective
RESEARCH INTO PRACTICE: USING NEW UNDERSTANDINGS TO IMPROVE TEACHER AND PUPIL
LEARNING
Convenor: Pendry A, University of Oxford
Presenters: 1) Pendry A, 2) Cunningham D, 3) Burn K, 4) Husbands C,  5) Kitson A
1),2) and 3) University of Oxford4) and 5) University of Warwick
Room: Maths M114 Non-SIG Collective
TEACHER LEARNING BEYOND COMPLIANCE: SOME FINDINGS FROM THE ESRC TEACHING AND
LEARNING PROGRAMME'S PHASE I NETWORKS.
Convenor: James M, University of Cambridge
Presenters: 1) Ratcliffe M, 2) Batholomew H, 3) Hames V, 4) Hind A, 4) Leach J, 4) Millar R, 2) Osborne J,
4) Hodkinson H, 4) Hodkinson P, 5) Howes A, 5) Ainscow M, 6) Dyson A, 7) Booth T, 8)
McIntyre D, 8) Pedder D, 8) Rudduck J
1) University of Southampton, 2) King's College London, 3) University of York, 4) University of
Leeds, 5) University of Manchester, 6) University of Newcastle, 7) University of Kent 8)
University of Cambridge,
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SESSION 9 13.30HRS – 15.00HRS SATURDAY
Room: BUSINESS SCHOOL G20 Non-SIG Collective
THE CONSTRUCTION OF LEARNER IDENTITIES ACROSS THE EDUCATION SPECTRUM
This collective will take place over Session 8 and 9
Convenor: Solomon Y, Lancaster University
Presenters: 1) Appleby Y, 2) Black L, 1) Ivanic R, 1) O'Toole G, 1) Solomon Y, 1) Warin J
1) Lancaster University, 2) Manchester Metropolitan University
Discussant: Edwards LA, University of Birmingham
Room: Beech Post Compulsory Education and Training/Lifelong Learning Collective
EVALUATION OF STANDARDS IN POST-COMULSORY EDUCATION
Convenor: Coles A, University of Central England
Presenters: Coles A, Coles T, McGrath J, Bates B, Sood K, University of Central England
Discussant: Bates B, University of Central England
Room: Chemistry C108 Practitioner Collective
NEW DIRECTIONS FOR PRACTITIONER RESEARCH
Convenor: Somekh B, Manchester Metropolitan University
Presenters: 1) Noffke S, 2) Elliott J, 3) Meyer J, 4) Whitehead J, 5) Carter K
1) University of Illinois, 2) University of East Anglia, 3) City University, 4) University of Bath, 5)
National College for School Leadership
Discussant: Somekh B, Manchester Metropolitan University
Room: BUSINESS SCHOOL G13 Social Justice Collective
RECONCEPTUALISING GENDER
Convenor: Paechter C, Goldsmiths University of London
Presenters: 1) Hughes C, 2) Rhedding-Jones J, 3) Paechter C
1) University of Warwick, 2) Oslo University College, 3)Goldsmiths University of London
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SESSION 9 13.30HRS – 15.00HRS SATURDAY
Room: Physics P113 Early Childhood Education Session
 ASSESSING READING IN THE EARLY YEARS: BELIEFS AND PRACTICES Kostopoulou A,
Wray D, University of Warwick
 'SHALL I DRAW A CROSS SECTION?'  DEVELOPING CURRICULUM PROVISION FOR YOUNG
GIFTED AND TALENTED CHILDREN (4-8 YEARS) Mitchell C, University of Exeter
 AN INTERVENTION PROJECT TO ENHANCE THE DEVELOPMENT OF SPOKEN LANGUAGE
OF RECEPTION CHILDREN IN TWO INNER-CITY, MULTI-CULTURAL PRIMARY SCHOOLS.
Riley JL, Institute of Education
 STARTING SCHOOL IN AUSTRALIA IS "A BIT SAFER, A LOT EASIER AND MORE
RELAXING": ISSUES FOR FAMILIES AND CHILDREN OF NON-ENGLISH-SPEAKING-
BACKGROUNDS Perry B, Dockett S, University of Western Sydney
Room: Physics P115 Early Childhood Education Session
 THE FOCUS OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH Cullingford C, University of Huddersfield
 THE INTRODUCTION OF THE FOUNDATION STAGE PROFILE; THE EARLY EXPERIENCES
OF ONE LEA. Durant D, Worcestershire LEA
 TEACHERS’ VIEWS ON SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL NEEDS AND INCLUSIVE PRESCHOOL
EDUCATION: PERSPECTIVES FROM GREECE AND THE UK 1) Nutbrown C, 2) Clough P 1)
University of Sheffield  2) Queen’s University Belfast
Room: Bruce Room A Inclusive Education Session
 DILEMMAS IN THE EVERYDAY PRACTICE OF INCLUSION IN CYPRUS Hadjiyiannakou A,
Ministry of Education and Culture
 PRINCIPALS' ATTITUDES TOWARDS INTRODUCING INCLUSIVE EDUCATION IN THE SOUTH
AFRICAN  SYSTEM OF EDUCATION Keating JB, Potchefstroom University for CHE
 A GOETHEAN WAY OF SEEING INCLUSIVELY? Oberski I, University of Stirling
 RAWLS, JUSTIFICATION AND A REALITY CHECK ON THE TENSIONS OF INCLUSION
O'Hanlon C, University of East Anglia
Room: Chemistry C110 Inclusive Education Session
 COMPUTER CONFERENCING: ENABLING COLLABORATION AMONG EXPERIENCED AND
NOVICE TEACHERS IN ANALYZING CASE STUDIES 1) Winter EC, 2) McGhie-Richmond DR, 1)
Queen's University, Belfast, 2) Treaty Six Education, Edmonton, Alberta
 MINIMAL, MARGINAL AND MULTIPLE - ESOL STUDENTS IN PRISONS Wilson A, Lancaster
University
 EMPLOYMENT BARRIERS FOR ADULTS WITH LEARNING DIFFICULTIES IN NORTHTOWN
Norouzi G, University of Sheffield
 THE ROLE OF SPECIAL EDUCATION IN A PRE-SERVICE TEACHER EDUCATION
PROGRAMME 1) Winter EC, 2) McBride H, 2) Giannotta L, 1) Queen's University, Belfast 2)
Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, Canada
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SESSION 9 13.30HRS – 15.00HRS SATURDAY
Room: MECH & CHEM ME 101 Mixed Session
 SCHOOL INTEGRATION AMONG FIRST YEAR STUDENTS. 1) Smyth E, 2) McCoy S, 3)
Darmody M, The Economic and Social Research Institute (ESRI)
 'TANGO ROMANTICA OR LIASONS DANGEREUSES?'  SOCIAL COHESION & EDUCATION -
'SIMPLER THAN YOU THINK, MORE COMPLEX THAN YOU IMAGINE' de Beer M, University of
Ulster
 A STUDY OF CHILDREN'S ATTITUDES TOWARD MEDIA IN JAPAN Ikuta T, Gotoh Y, Niigata
University
 FINDINGS FROM A SURVEY OF LEA INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC SERVICES Hallam S, Rogers L,
Institute of Education, University of London
Room: Wardlaw Room B Mixed Session
 THE ENGAGEMENT OF CHILDREN WITH LEARNING DIFFICULTIES IN MAINSTREAM
PRIMARY CLASSROOMS May H, University of Leeds
 TEACHING CONTINGENCY AWARENESS IN THE CLASSROOM TO PUPILS WITH PROFOUND
AND MULTIPLE LEARNING DIFFICULTIES 1) Ware J, 2) Thorpe P, 3) Mehigan P, 1) Cardiff
University, 2) Software Engineer, 3) Stewart's School Dublin
 CONCEPTS OF DIFFICULTY - A CHILD'S EYE VIEW Johnson M, University of Cambridge Local
Examinations Syndicate
 MOTIVATION, LEARNING AND BEHAVIOUR IN SCHOOLS: LINKS BETWEEN SELF-
CONCEPT, EFFORT AND THE IMPORTANCE OF SCHOOL WORK Maras P, Nash S, University
of Greenwich
Room: Maths M214 New Technologies in Education Session
 MODE, TECHNOLOGY AND LEARNING Jewitt C, Institute of Education, University of London
 CHILDREN WORKING WITH NEW AUTHORING MEDIA: AN INQUIRY INTO HOW THE USE OF
DIGITAL VIDEO EDITING MAY PROVIDE AUTHENTIC LEARNING EXPERIENCES Potter J
Goldsmiths College, University of London
 THE EFFECT OF ICT ON MOTIVATION IN SCHOOL Rogers C, Passey D, McHugh G, Machell J,
University Of Lancaster
 ICT AND SUBJECT LITERACIES: A STUDY OF CURRENT CLASSROOM PRACTICE Goodwyn
A, Findlay K, University of Reading
Room: Wardlaw Room A Research Methodology Session
 BLENDING AND BENDING PARADIGMS IN LARGE SCALE MULTISITE EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH Camic P 2) Rhodes J 1) Columbia College Chicago  2) University of Massachusetts-
Boston
 MAKING SENSE OF TEACHERS' LIVES AND CAREERS Brown K, University of Cambridge
 PROBLEMATISING  PERFORMATIVITY: METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES IN ETHNOGRAPHIC
RESEARCH ON PERFORMATIVE IDENTITIES IN EDUCATION Troman G, The Open University
 EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH, USEFUL KNOWLEDGE AND EVIDENCE-BASED PRACTICE -
THE EXPERIENCE OF UNDERTAKING A CRITICAL REVIEW Best R, University of Surrey
Roehampton
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SESSION 9 13.30HRS – 15.00HRS SATURDAY
Room: MECH & CHEM ME 103 Research Methodology Session
 IMPROVING PERSONAL LEARNING THROUGH CRITICAL THINKING SCAFFOLDS 1) Coombs
S 2) Penny R, 3) Smith I 1) Bath Spa University College, 2) St. Mary’s College, University of Surrey,
3) University of Sydney
 AN ANALYTIC TOOL FOR DECONSTRUCTING TEACHING AND LEARNING: CASES FROM
CURRICULUM POLICY, HISTORY OF EDUCATION AND ICT PRACTICE IN SCHOOLS
Macdonald MA, Iceland University of Education
 FINDING THE SPARK THAT IGNITES INQUIRY: HOW ART HELPED ME TO SEE RESEARCH IN
A NEW LIGHT (AND VICE VERSA) MacLure M, University of East Anglia (Manchester Metropolitan
University from 1 June 03)
 FROM NATIVE TO STRANGER…AND BACK AGAIN? Le Gallais T, University of Central England
in Birmingham
Room: Physics P114 School Improvement Session
 THE CONSTRUCTION OF ETHOS IN FOUR SECONDARY SCHOOLS Smith EF, University of
Warwick
 THE EMPOWERMENT OF TEACHERS TO CREATE A FAVOURABLE CLASSROOM CLIMATE,
IN ORDER TO ENHANCE THE QUALITY OF TEACHING AND LEARNING Drinkwater M
Potchefstroom University for Christian Higher Education
 EMERGING FROM SPECIAL MEASURES: AN INVESTIGATION INTO A SECONDARY
SCHOOL'S USE OF SELF-EVALUATION AS A MEANS TO BRING ABOUT SCHOOL
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